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ABSTRACT
Supermarket Tabloid Influence on
Mainstream Daily Newspaper
Editorial Content
by
William Glenn Cook
Dr. Barbara Cloud, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Provost for Academic Affoirs
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

Daily newspapers' content is influenced by the tabloid press in two ways. First, the
dailies serve as a watchdog by criticizing tabloids’ sensational news, covering litigation
against tabloids, and allowing the subjects o f tabloid reports to rebut or criticize
allegations tabloids make s^ainst them. Second, the dailies occasionally follow up on or
repeat stories first reported by tablokls. This study conqiared the content of three weekly
supermarket tabloids — the National Enquirer. Globe, and Star — against the content o f
six daily newspapers — the Las Vegas Review-JoumaL Las Vegas Sun. Reno GazetteJoumaL Los Angeles Times. New York Times, and USA Today — over a 26-week
period. The content o f each daily newspaper was influenced by the tablokls to d if^ in g
degrees, but the influence amounted to a few paragraphs per week, and the majority o f
tabloid-influenced reports were published in sections dedicated to news o f entertainment,
celebrities, and recognizable figures.
iii
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Throughout the 1990s, many sensational issues covered by both the tabloid press
and mainstream media have seen the tabloids set the pace. From allegations o f sexual
misconduct by President William Jefferson Clinton, through rape chaiges against William
Kennedy Smith, accusations o f child molestation by singer Michael Jackson, and the
sensational murder trial o f O.J. Sinq)son, the tabloid press has chased scandalous stories
relentlessly, committing more resources than their mainstream competitors. As the
mainstream media increasing^ follow this lead and try to work through the perceptions o f
sleaziness that acconqpany these stories, they still find that sometimes they cannot measure
up to the tabloids (Gleick, 1995). Los Angeles Times media critic David Shaw says this
trend — the tabloid press setting the news agenda for the mainstream media — may be the
single greatest ethical problem confronting newspaper editors today. Stories that have
been reported by the tabloid press sometimes are deemed acceptable for publication in the
mainstream media because the information already is part o f public discourse. The
credibility o f the story’s source or the publication that reported it becomes irrelevant.
“Once on the air or in p rin t. . . [the stories] take on a life o f their own. Editors and
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producers at mainstream news organizations seem terrified o f ignoring them. So they
abandon their decision-making responsibility to the titans o f the tabs” (Shaw, 1994. p. 4).
This problem feeing the mainstream media became evident in 1996, when a weekly
supermarket tabloid, the

reported that Dick Morris, an adviser to Clinton, fi^uently

divulged White House information to a prostitute. A group o f photojoumalists fi-om the
Star spent eight days and nights at a room in the Jefferson H otel in Washington. D C.,
waiting for Morris to appear in his fevorite room at the resort. The Star dedicates most o f
its editorial content to celebrities and the sensational and normally would not pursue a
publicly unrecognizable political figure like Morris, but it was August 1996, and the
Democratic National Convention would begin in Chicago in a m atter o f days. A month
earlier, the prostitute, Sherrie Rowlands, had offered the Star details o f her relationship
with Morris in exchange for payment. Star editors investigated her claims and were
satisfied with their accuracy, but they felt they needed a photograph o f Morris with
Rowlands to be able to break the story. On August 22, M orris called Rowlands and
requested a rendezvous. Still and video photographers captured images o f Morris and
Rowlands sitting on the room’s balcony in bathrobes by daylight and embracing in the
dark. The Star found Rowlands’ relationship with Morris newsworthy because Morris
helped plan Clinton’s canq)aign enqihasis on femily values, and because Rowlands said she
was allowed to secretly listen in on telephone conversations between the two men,
alleging a serious breach o f confidentiality. The Star gave Rowlands a five-figure check

for the exclusive rights to her story (Gameau, 1996).
The story broke the morning o f Clinton’s address to the convention, not in the
Star, but in the New York Post. The Sîai offered the story to the Chicago Tribune and
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the WaO Street Journal first. Both newspapers refused to publish it because the Star would
not let editors talk to Rowlands. The New York Post accepted the Star’s offer and gave it
fi'ont-page placement, with the teaser. “Top Clinton aide leaked White House secrets to
hooker.” The Boston Herald also ran a shorter version o f the story that day in its gossip
column. Morris pron^tly resigned his position in the Clinton campaign without
responding directly to Rowlands’ allegations. The story put the tabloid press in the
national spotlight because they reported a story that forced the country’s mainstream
media to follow.

The Problem
With aggressive reporting, sensational publicity, surprising cooperation fi'om two
major metropolitan daily newspapers, and checkbook journalism, the Star had broken and
spread the Morris story. Checkbook journalism is the practice o f paying sources for
publishable information. The Freedom Forum Media Studies Center tracked coverage of
the story in 14 major daily newspapers. It found that 10 newspapers, including the New
Yoric Times and the Chicago Tribune, presented the story as a second lead or a sidebar to
Clinton’s address (Gameau, 1996), meaning the Morris story received either the secondbest play on the fiont page or appeared as a separate article within the fiont page’s main
story. Four other newsp^iers, including the W ashington P ost and USA Today, linked the
two stories with a single headline (Bennet, 1996). None o f the stories could mention the
Morris resignation without reporting on Rowlands’ confessions to the Star.
The Miami Herald, however, chose to report on the story by running a front-page
editorial attacking its credibility. “The shame o f it is, the story stinks,” political editor
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Tom Fiedler wrote in that column. “It stinks because o f its tawdry subject; it stinks
because o f its source; it stinks, because even if true in the slightest aspect, it is irrelevant
to the business o f the Democratic Party and the national election” (Bennet, 1996, p. 8).
New York Post editor Ken Chandler disagreed with Fiedler. “When you have a story
where a senior adviser to the president is allowing a hooker to eavesdrop on phone
conversations with the president, that’s a valid news story,” Chandler said. “Those \^ o
don’t think it's a valid news story may be in the wrong business” (Gameau, 1996, p. 24).
Jim O’Shea, deputy managing editor o f the Chicago Tribune, said his newspaper debated
running the story even after the New York Post broke it, and that if Morris had not
resigned, they might not have reported on it at all (Gameau, 1996). While the mainstream
media debated the story’s significance and credibility, the Star rolled more than five
million copies o f its edition off the press, selling about half those at the cover price o f
$1.39 (Gameau, 1996).
Members o f the mainstream media always have been among the harshest critics o f
the tabloids and the practice o f checkbook journalism because editors fear most sources
are willing to febricate or ex^gerate stories if they are paid enough. “I regard it
[credibility] as the crown jewel o f journalism. And when you pay for stories, you tamish
that credibility,” said Sig Gissler, a professor at the Graduate School o f Journalism at
Columbia University and a former editor o f the Milwaukee Journal (Sullivan, 1997, p. 14).
But the tabloids continue to sell their product, both in print and on television. Intense
conqretition in the coverage o f national events often has forced the mainstream media to
play at the tabloid level — and the mainstream media often finds it is not nearly as good at
it (Peder, 1996). Because o f the competitive media marketplace, news can be seen as a
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product, and readers as consumers. Editorial content today is based partially on the values
o f these consumers, not solely on the values o f editorial gatekeepers. Newspapers cannot
depend exclusively on journalistic integrity in determining which news events and issues
are newsworthy. It is a deliberate change from the joumalists-decide-the-news mentality
that used to prevail in newsrooms (McManus, 1994).
The tabloids almost never cover domestic and international issues, but take the
lead on news that involves celebrity, the sensational and sleaziness. Although many
tabloid stories may not be verifiable and quote paid sources, the impact o f some stories
forces the mainstream media into a chase that causes them to abandon traditional protocol
and policy. This was demonstrated most clearly during the trial o f William Kennedy
Smith, a nephew o f Massachusetts Senator Edward M. Kennedy who was charged with
raping a woman on the Kennedy estate in Palm Beach, Florida. News outlets generally do
not release the names o f victims in sexual assault cases to protect their privacy. However,
the New York Times broke tradition and standard policy and reported the woman’s name:
Patricia Bowman. Their justification was that NBC News had released Bowman’s name
the night before. And the reason for NBC News’ disclosure? The network reported
Bowman’s name because a supermarket tabloid already had published it (Shaw, 1994).
Gennifor Flowers’ allegations o f a 12-year afifeir with Clinton also sent the
mainstream media scurrying, some not exactly sure what to do with the story, but decidii^
to publish it anyway. On January 23, 1992, as the presidential campaign was wanning up,
the Star fexed advanced copies o f Flowers’ story to major news organizations and to
Clinton’s canq)aigiL The Star edition would not arrive in supermarkets until January 27,
but its fex put the story on ABC News and NBC News that night, and in the New York
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lim ss, the W ashington Post and almost every other major daily newspaper in the country
the next day. Newspaper editorials and television panels mourned tk ir association with a
supermarket tabloid, even as their other pages and programs were filled with details o f the
story (Winch, 1997). ABC News anchor Peter Jennings said he opposed coverage o f
Flowers’ allegations, but he believed “every affiliate in the country would say, ‘What the
hell’s going on? Don’t they know a story when they see it?’” (Shaw, 1994, p. 4).
This recent trend in media coverage warrants inquiry. Many questions about the
fi-equency and effects o f tabloid influence have not been investigated or answered. Does
the content o f tabloids set the news agenda for the mainstream media? How often do
mainstream daity newspapers follow stories first reported by tabloids? How much o f the
editorial content o f mainstream daily newspapers is influenced by the tabloid press? Do
the mainstream media damage the sinking reputation o f journalism by following tabloid
stories or by publishing information attributed to tabloid sources? Do the mainstream
media bhir the line between themselves and the tabloid press by following or reporting on
tabloid stories?

Thesis Structure
Chapter I o f this thesis will define who make up the tabloid press and the
mainstream media, and how their methods o f journalism have evolved. It will examine
whether tabloid press influence on the mainstream media is significant, why it should be
studied, and pose a research question. Chapter II wiU document previous research on
issues and topics related to the tabloid press and theories on editorial gatekeeping,
content, and content selection, and in doing so, demonstrate a lack o f research on tabloid
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influence. Chapter m will outline the study’s method and procedure. Chapter IV will
present the study’s results. It will break down six major stories the tabloids covered
during the 26-week research period, and how six mainstream daily newspapers responded
to them; Clinton’s affeir with Monica Lewinsky, the report from independent counsel
Keimeth Starr, and the effect the affeir and report had on Clinton and his femily; Paula
Jones’ cosmetic surgery on her nose; “Ally McBeaT star Calista Flockhart’s weight; the
murder investigation o f slain child beauty queen JonBenet Ramsey; the life and death o f
Britain’s Princess Diana; and the personal lives o f television personalities Frank and Kathie
Lee Gifford. Chapter V will offer discussion on the results, observations and conclusions
on the study, discuss the study’s limitations, and present opportunities for further research.

Definition o f Terms
The term tabloid refers to the size o f a printed publication, but also represents a
sensational style o f journalism. M ost d a i^ newspapers in North America are published in
a broadsheet format. 13% inches wide by 22% inches long. Some daily newspapers,
however, are printed in a tabloid format. Newsp^ters like the New York Post, the New
York Daily News, the Philadelphia News, the B oston Herald, the Chicago Sun-Times. and
the Rockv Mountain News o f Denver are considered tabloids because their periodicals are
about h alf the size o f a broadsheet, 9% inches wide by 11% inches deep, 11 inches wide by
17 inches deep, or some other variation. These publications incorporate big, bold
headlines and large photographs with coverage o f news (Stephens, 1988). Weekly
publications like the N ational Enquirer, the Globe, and the Slac also conform to the size
requirements o f tabloids, but because o f their preference for sensatfonal, scandalous
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stories, usually about celebrities, and their dedication to aggressive reporting and
checkbook journalism, they have helped define the term beyond the size o f a publication to
a classification o f media. Daily newspapers and weekly newsmagazines such as Time.
Newsweek, and U.S. News & World Report are considered members o f the mainstream
media, or highbrow media (Bessie, 1969), because they vastly outnumber tabloid
publications, have millions more readers, shun the reporting methods o f the tabloid press,
and are perceived as more credible (Winch, 1997). Some daily tabloid newspapers such as
the New York Post, the New York DaDv News, and the Boston Herald exist in both
realms because they sensationalize stories with brash, colloquial headlines, but avoid
checkbook journalism and cover local and national issues like crime, politics, economics,
and sports. Some television media, including programs like “Hard Copy” and “American
Journal,” have earned the designation as tabloid press because their sensational storytelling
methods and journalistic practices m irror those o f tabloids like the National Enquirer, the
Star, and the Globe. Their mainstream counterparts are major network news divisions
such as NBC News, and cable networks such as CNN. For the purposes o f this study,
publications including the National Enquirer, the Globe, and the Star are considered the
tabloid press, and publications like the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, and
other daily newspapers and network television news divisions are considered the
mainstream media.

The Evolution o f the Tabloid Press
The £q)peal o f the tabloid press dates back well before the advent o f the printing
press. For centuries, peoples around the world have been fiiscinated by the lurid and
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scandalous, and have reveled in the opportunity to criticize or cast out those who foiled in
inqmrtant endeavors or demonstrated behavior that strayed from moral standards. Marvin
Harris, a professor o f anthropology at the University o f Florida, says traditions o f gossip
can be traced to many primitive and early cultures (Getlin, 1998). Members o f primitive
tribes gleefully seized the chance to throw mud at the elite or those who brought shame to
the village. A tradition in the Roman Saturnalia had masters and servants switch roles,
with the servants happily insulting their keepers while they had the chance. Eskimo suitors
would tear into each other in the form o f wickedly cynical songs, with the winner claiming
the woman and the loser going home. Haitian villagers sang songs o f a scandalous nature
that insulted local leaders (Getlin, 1998).
Early in this millennium, European monarchies and churches were the primary
sources of information for the masses. Their books and communications, however, often
were too sophisticated for their largely uneducated constituencies and congregations. The
publication o f newsbooks in the lé"* and 17* centuries gave the public an alternative, more
appealing source o f information. These newsbooks were highly sensational, telling stories
o f graphic crimes and sex scandals in a level o f detail contrary to normal standards o f the
times. Killers were “butchers,” slaying victims were not just stabbed but “unboweled and
quartered,” and prostitutes were “filthy whores.” Sex and violence remained the preferred
topics through the 18* century in underground panq)hlets. French publications were
particularly unafraid o f the ruling elite, at times describing C^ueen Marie Antoinette
masturbating and accusing King Louis X V I o f inqx>tence. Although their content was
considered disparaging, unlearned, and sensational by society’s elites, these publications
helped dissolve distinctions between social classes and spawned an appetite for
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information in a group o f people who long had gone without it (Stephens, 1988). AD o f
these examples aUowed common people to live vicariously and beheve that whatever
shortcomings their existence had, their lives were not nearly as bad as they could be
(Getlin, 1998).
Pamphleteers soon took to criticizing governments in addition to relaying tales o f
crime and sex. They helped give rise to the movement for American independence from
Britain through aggressive denunciation o f the motherland and calls for mobilization o f
forces. The Founding Fathers o f the United States, however, soon found that criticism o f
the government did not end with independence. A newly free press took advantage o f its
right to aggressively attack officials and their decisions, society figures, and even other
members of the media. Federalist President John Adams attempted to cut o ff the sharp
tongue o f the press in 1798 by signing the Sedition Act, which made printed o r spoken
criticism o f the U.S. government a crime. Although the phrasing o f the act aUowed truth
as a defense against sedition, the sweeping control o f the Federalist Party in Congress and
judicial offices made partisan criticism and opinion almost inq>ossible to prove accurate.
France’s Napoleon Bonaparte briefly experimented with a firee press in 1789, but found
newspapers much too effective in rallying and strengthening opposition foctions, so he
returned the country to a state-controUed press. For a time, the United States appeared
headed in that same direction, but Republican President Thomas Jefferson won election
partial^ on the voters’ disgust with the Sedition Act, and Congress aDowed it to lapse
(Stephens, 1988).
The start o f the 1800s brought booming growth to the newsp^>er industry in the
United States; liberated from government interference, it was the freest, most prosperous
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press in the world, with publications serving almost every settlement in the country. As
the post-revolutionary period calmed, newspapers turned to the business o f making a
profit. But by gearing their periodicals to affluent readers and advertisers, some
newspapers alienated poor urban citizens and rural residents, who could not afford to pay
more than a penny per day for their news. With some newspapers selling for as much as
six cents per copy, circulations flattened. A new era in popular journalism dawned in 1833
when Benjamin Day introduced the Sim in New York. Its format presented strong
coverage o f crime issues, but introduced light, emotional human interest stories to attract
a mass audience. The Sun sold for a penny per copy, and with the introduction o f the
stean>powered printing press. Day could roll o ff thousands o f copies o f his newspapers
every hour. This led to a new wave of penny newspapers that preferred the crime and
human interest format to political news. While these newspapers included enough political
and economic news to involve poorer readers in the political process, coverage was
dominated by its original format. Other penny papers were introduced, included the New
York Tribune, which debuted in 1841, and the New York Times, which began publishing
in 1851 (Stephens, 1988.) The Police Gazette debuted in New York in 1845, although no
one at the time considered it a true newspaper. Its missions were to expose the
underworld, unmask the horrors o f crime, and demonize crooks. Details o f sex crimes and
murders were so lurid they sometimes led to violent opposition fiom police and criminals
alike. Its lowbrow qualities won loyal readers nonetheless (Bessie, 1969).
The years imm ediate^ following the Civil W ar brought profound changes to the
United States. People by the m illions left forms, plantations, and rural life in fovor o f
bustling urban environments. They were joined by m illion s o f international immigrants in
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spawning the rush to industrialization. Financial empires were built, railroad and postage
route mileage leaped geometrically, and foctories and offices sprang up everywhere. In a
span o f 30 years, the physical characteristics o f human living had undergone radical
changes, and the newspaper industry enjoyed those transformations. Faster linotypes and
printing presses were available, typewriters were highly efficient, and wires made news
almost instantaneous. The growth o f public education made the United States more
literate than ever, expanding the newspaper industry’s customer base. Periodicals’
circulations expanded beyond the thousands into the tens o f thousands and the hundreds
o f thousands (Bessie, 1969).
Newspapers occasional^ flirted with the idea o f luring a more respected, affluent,
wealthy readership, but frequently returned to a more popular model o f journalism. The
New York Times, the New York Evening Post, and other newspapers successfully built
readership on coverage o f politics, economics, science, and national and world events.
Crime coverage was limited, and the newspapers tried to avoid sensationalism. During
coverage o f the 1893 stock crisis, an Evening Post reporter had to remove details of a
financier openly weeping because it was judged too sensational by editors (Bessie, 1969).
Many European weekly and monthly publications experimented with woodengraved illustrations on an irregular basis through the 1840s, and U.S. weeklies and
monthlies did the same in the 1850s (Becker, 1992). The Dailv Graphic, which began
pubHshii% in New York in 1872, became the first illustrated daily newspaper in the United
States. The front page always was covered with drawings, and the inside pages included
only brief; colorful, sensational articles. The Dailv Graphic pioneered the process of
granulating photogr^hy, a primitive photoengraving method that allowed publication o f
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actual photos. Pictures widely were viewed by the public as proof o f a story’s accuracy
and brought life to normally d u ll text-dominated pages. The process revolutionized the
industry. The Police Gazette was taken over in 1876 by Richard Fox, who established a
new mandate; fill pages with pictures. Illustrators conq)lemented the melodramatic
coverage o f crime and expanded coverage o f sports and theater with dominating drawings
(Bessie, 1969). Although the photographic process was available to the newspqier
industry by the 1880s, it took much too long to convert photographs into half-tone
images, which were needed to reproduce clearly on printing presses. The deadline
requirements o f daily newspapers, soms o f which produced multiple editions every day,
kept most periodicals fiue o f pictures. By the late 1890s, photographs still only appeared
on an irregular basis (Becker, 1992).
The exception to that trend, however, was the inception o f yellow journalism.
Joseph Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst, vdio had built successful newspaper
enq)ires that stretched fi-om coast to coast, oversaw a fierce conq)etition between their
New York dailies. Pulitzer’s World and Hearst’s Morning Journal enq)hasized pictures in
sensational coverage (Becker, 1992). The concept o f hell-raising journalism was nothing
new, but yellow journalism proved to be a skillful adaptation o f all that was scandalous
and sensational dramatizing all conflicts and crimes. And it proved to be highly lucrative,
too. New York was crawling with millions o f semi-literate workers who struggled too
much day to day to worry about the highbrow news o f politics and economics. Pulitzer
believed the only way to attract the common reader was to sensationalize everything in the
news (Bessie, 1969).
The birth o f yellow journalism is attributed to the overdramatization o f Spanish
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atrocities in Cuba, subsequent coverage of the Spanish-American War, and the popular,
off-color comic, “The Yellow Kid.” The World took up other popular causes like
exposing bribery, demonizing crooked cops, and campaigning for funds for the Statue o f
Liberty. Its human interest features were flowery and sentim ental Its ex^gerated writing
was entertaining. And it made enormous profits by incessantly manipulating the primal
wonders o f love, sin, death, money, and violence. Pulitzer “taught the daily newspaper to
be a melange o f feet and fancy drawing upon every source o f human curiosity and playing
the full stream of its excitement over an ever-increasing m ultitude.. . . Daily journalism
dropped the passivity o f one who merely records and took up the more exciting task o f
feshioning its own raw materials” (Bessie, 1969, p. 67). Hearst was the most successful
copycat o f Pulitzer’s World, starting with his acquisition o f the San Francisco Examiner
and leading to his purchase o f the Morning Journal. He spared no expense to lure World
employees to come work for him, hiring away most o f Pulitzer’s editors in the process.
Hearst was more liberal than Pulitzer, making him unafraid o f misinformation and h alf,
truths. Hearst’s original contributions to the paper were a comics section and grossly
inflammatory editorials. The World and the Morning Journal competed viciously for
stories and readers, wiping out competition and driving their combined circulations above
3 million at one point in the early 20* century (Bessie, 1969).
The growth o f London’s press paralleled New York’s newspaper wars during the
period. The industry standard in Britain and the United States was a large newspaper, six
to eight columns across and deep enough to fold in half Publications that emphasized
brief colorful sensational stories were quite popular in Britain, too. British publisher
Alfi-ed Harmsworth introduced a new format in 1903, when the DaDv Mirror began
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publishing. It was sensational, illustrated, amusing, geared toward women readers, cost
only a half-penny, and was much, much smaller than its competitors. It was called a
tabloid, a term coined by the British pharmaceutical industry in the 1880s for a smaller
version o f the tablet, because it was much easier to swallow and digest (Stephens, 1988).
By 1909 the Dailv M irror was being published on mainland Europe, had a circulation o f
more than 1 million, and had inspired several copycats (Bessie, 1969). The first U.S.
tabloid was launched in 1919, when the DaDv News began publishing in N ew York.
Readers loved its bold headlines, amusii% style, and pictures. Because o f its size, readers
found it easy to carry and read on trains and trolleys (Stephens, 1988).
The highbrow newspapers, their loyal readers, and most o f the officials ridiculed
by the sensational press and the tabloids fi’equently criticized this form o f newspaper for
decades, even equating the newspapers to the black plague (Bessie, 1969). By 1937, New
York had only four newspapers. The highbrow broadsheet New York Times and Herald
Tribune bad a combined circulation o f almost 900,000. The tabloid Dailv News and
M irror had a combined circulation o f almost 2.5 million. Tabloids forced mainstream,
broadsheet newspapers to incorporate more photography and graphic images in their
periodicals to successfully compete (Becker, 1992; Bessie, 1969). The tabloids, some o f
which became known as scandal sheets, stayed true to their methods, sensationalizing
everything from executions to pregnancies, and e^qwsing celebrities’ m arital problems and
personal vices. The murder trial o f actor Fatty Arbuckle and the kidnapping and murder
trial in the death o f aviator Charles Lindbergh’s son were boons to media profits
(Getlin, 1998).
Sensational stories o f crime, sin, and corruption dki much more than titillate
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readers: They helped fortify the moral standards and values o f the public. The tabloid press
helped continue centuries-old traditions o f exposing the feuhs o f the elite, the
shortcomings o f those in leadership positions, and the lurid details o f crimes unimaginable
to most people. James Lull, a communication professor at San Jose State University, says
that while such scandals can create emotional responses and partisan attitudes, they help
bring issues to an honorable end and reinstate a feeling o f order in society. Readers have
no problem delineating the good from the bad, and in most cases justice is served,
according to Lull (Getlin, 1998).
The yellow journalism model continued to work for tabloids in following decades
as, once again, the nation drastically changed around the newspapers. The entertainment
industry mushroomed. M otion pictures and music became staples in American culture,
and the growth o f television programming in the 1950s and 1960s introduced even more
celebrities to audiences. The power o f popularity and celebrity, along with further
improvements in technology and transportation, helped give birth to a national tabloid
press. What began as the N ew York Enquirer in 1925 was purchased by Generoso Pope
in 1952 and became the National Enquirer. The Globe began publishing in 1955. The
Star began publishing in 1974. These weekly publications followed models o f success
from decades earlier, winning readers through illustrated sensationalism, celebrity, human
interest, crime, and sex. Like many o f their predecessors, business was highly lucrative. A
1977 National Enquirer cover o f Elvis Presley’s body lying in a coffin sold 6.6 million
copies (Turner, 1998).
These national tabloids and the mainstream print media, for the most part, existed
in their separate realm s for decades, but many critics and observers agree the line between
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the two has begun to bhir in recent years (Gameau, 1994; Kurtz, 1993; Shaw, 1994).
Many mainstream daily newspapers began dedicating entire pages to news involving
celebrities, gossip, and lighter 6 re in an effort to combat flat and declining circulations
(McManus, 1994). President Clinton's escapades increasingly brought the tabloid press
and the Washington press corps together, and O.J. Simpson’s sensational trial bad the two
sides openly conq)eting against one another for stories. With the growth o f the Internet
and cable and satellite television, consumers have more and more media outlets to choose
from in receiving information, but because o f commitments to work and fomily, no
additional time to dedicate to readh^ or watchii^ news. “W e have too much media
bombardment now, and you sinq>fy can’t expect people to watch the same story over and
over,” University o f California, San Diego political science professor Michael Schudson
said. “The public begins to screen things out on its own” (Getlin, 1998, p. AlO). As a
result, the tabloids and the mainstream media became rivals. “We compete with
everybody,” boasted one tabloid reporter. “The gap has closed” (Turner, 1998, p. 70).
National Enquirer editor Steve Coz, named one o f Time magazine’s 25 most
influential people in 1997 for extending the reach o f tabloids, seems intent on closing the
gap between the National Enquirer and the mainstream media even further. He has hired
some o f his staff members from mainstream dailies like the Washington PosL the Miami
Herald, the Philadelphia Enquirer, and the Milwaukee Joumal-SentineL Coz says he wants
to attract an even broader base o f readers to his publication and include more advertising
by toning down the publication’s sensationalism (Ackerman, Noah, & Vest, 1997). “We
are more upbeat, we have tried to be less antagonistic tow ard Holfywood, we have tried to
get away from the kinds o f stinging, supercharged adjectives that are traditional tabloid
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words — we have simply tried to go to a broader-based approach.. . . The bottom line is
that there have been ample opportunities for us to publish pictures that would have sold
through the roof. If we were interested in making money at any cost, we could have
published the autopsy photos o f Ron (Goldman) and Nicole (Brown-Sinq>son). We could
have published JonBenet Ramsey’s murder pictures, but we didn’t” (Peterson, 1997b,
p. C9). Coz has even put the publication through focus groups and hired quality
consultants to draw more readership (Pogrebin, 1997). The Globe, meanwhile, is unafraid
o f its heritage. Its coverage o f the killing o f Ramsey, a 6-year-old beauty queen from
Boulder, Colorado, included crime scene photos o f her body and autopsy pictures, causing
a public backlash reminiscent o f those seen by the 1840s Police Gazette (Jones, 1997a).
StiU, by publishing those photos, the Globe raised its circulation by more than 10 percent,
showing that despite all the criticism, sleaziness, violence, sex, and scandal still sell very
well (Peterson, 1997b).

The Study’s Significance
A 1974 U.S. Supreme Court decision, Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tomillo.
rejected a Florida law that required newspapers to provide repfy space to political
candidates whom they had criticized editorially. The ramifications o f this decision
extended well beyond the coverage o f political canq>aigns. Chief Justice Warren Burger,
writing for the unanimous court, said the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
guarantees a free press, but does not guarantee a responsible press (Gordon, Kittross, &
Reuss, 1996). Because o f the press’s protection under the First Amendment, civil lawsuits
are the greatest potential punishment against the U.S. media, not government interference
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or imposed shutdowns. This freedom of the press is envied by other nations. In England,
the Conservative Party ordered the tabloid Scallywag closed because politicians found the
publication’s content objectionable (“Off the sheff” 1995). In 1994, the Indonesian
government banned three weeklies for candidly reporting on controversial national matters
(“No news is bad news,” 1994). Freedom from Draconian punishments gives both the
tabloid press and the mainstream media in the United States the liberty to cover all stories
as foirly or unfoirly as they want, adhering to any code o f professional responsibility — or
none at alL
Intense competition throughout the O.J. Simpson trial produced many exclusive
stories and some journalism that served public interest, as opposed to public curiosity.
But many reporters rushed into print with stories based on rumors and hearsay, much o f
which proved to be folse. Reporters rarely took the time to verify allegations by
prospective witnesses o r individuals seeking publicity. Stories and news tips were not
investigated properly (Stone, 1994). Reporters in the pursuit o f exclusive reports also
were manipulated easily by prosecution and defense attorneys (Sharkey, 1994b).
These journalistic shortcomings do not include the checkbook journalism spending
spree unleashed by the tabloids during the Sin^son tria l Jose Camacho told the National
Enquirer that Simpson had bought a knife from the store he worked at. Camacho was
paid $12,500 for exclusive rights to his story. But he spoke with National Enquirer
reporters and signed a contract for payment before appearing as a prosecution witness in
court. He testified in court that he sold his story to the National Enquirer, severely
damaging his credibility (Sharkey, 1994a). The National Enquirer also paid a former maid
to slaying victim Nicole Brown Sinq>son $18,000 for her recollections o f the S inisons’
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relationship (Gieick. 1995). Even though it already had affected the course o f the trial and
created news with its payments to Camacho and the former maid, the National Enquirer
offered $250,000 to Simpson houseguest Kato Kaelin for his story. And during an
appearance on CNN’s “Larry King Live,” National Enquirer General Editor Mike Walker
displayed a check for $1 million, payable to Simpson friend A1 Cowlings if Cowlings
would give the publication exclusive rights to his story (Sharkey, 1994a).
The Simpson trial was a money-maker for the National Enquirer, but the growth o f
daily celebrity-oriented tabloid television programs and format changes by mainstream
daily newspapers have led to declining circulations for the tabloids (Pogrebin, 1997;
Ackerman et al., 1997). The Star, the National Enquirer, and the Globe lost about 30
percent o f their circulation between 1991 and 1996 (Peterson, 1996). The beginning o f
1998 was no kinder: In the first six months o f the year, the Star’s circulation fell 14.4
percent, the National Enquirer’s dipped 18.8 percent, and the Globe’s dropped 18.9
percent. Each publication’s circulation is about half what it was in 1982 (Turner, 1998).
Despite format changes, mainstream daily newspapers also have had to fight the
instantaneous news o f television and the Internet and the appeal o f tabloids to keep
readers. Many newsroom lay o ff, consolidations, and closures have scarred the
newspq)er industry in recent years. Among the newspapers that have cut stafGng in the
1990s are the New York Tiroes, the Miami Herald the San Diego Union-Tribune. theJLos
Angeles Times, the Rockv Mountain News, and Knight Ridder Newspapers. The
Houston Post, the Norfolk Ledger-Star, the Baltimore Evening Sun, and the Phoenix
Gazette folded operations and published their final editions this decade (“Staff
reductions,” 1996). Daify newspapers nationwkie have not been able to shake a decades-
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old circulation shinq). While some o f the largest daily newspapers in the country have
posted small gains in the past few years, more than half o f newspapers with circulations
below 200,000 have shown losses (Fitzgerald, 1997).
As a result o f these declining numbers, tabloids seek out and play up the
sensational, and the mainstream daily newspapers sometimes join them. Nfichael Boylan, a
former vice chairman o f American Media Inc.. the former publisher o f the Star and the
National Enquirer, reflected on the 1989 trial o f actress Zsa Zsa Gabor in the assault o f a
police ofBcer to illustrate the industry’s demands. “When Zsa Zsa sloped that cop, in the
old days, the only people that would have been at the trial would have been us and maybe
the local Beverly Hills paper,” Boylan said. “The last time Zsa Zsa showed up, there were
[100] reporters and television crew s.. . . That’s conqjetition” (Peterson, 1996, p. C5).
These competitors, chasing the same stories, have to figure out different ways to
package this information to draw an audience. This pursuit o f audiences turns journalism
into entertainment. Ehen entertainment takes priority over information, journalism departs
fi’om its proper function, which is to report acciuately on issues that demand public
concern and influence economic and political decisions (Bogart, 1995). “The ideals o f
journalism are challenged in many ways, from highfy adversarial reporting techniques that
compromise balance and feimess to wanton raids on individual privacy that market
sensation under the mask o f public service. But the greatest challenge o f all, the most
serious threat to a fi-ee press, is the progressive corruption o f news and information by
entertainment, fiction, and moral indifference” (O’NeiH, 1994, p. 14). Marvin Kalb,
director o f the Joan Shorenstein Center on the Press, Politics and Public Policy at Harvard
University, said, “I see a world o f congietitive values struggling g ain st a world o f
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enduring professionalism. Are we here only to make money? Are we here only because
we’re in competitive wars?” (Sharkey, 1994b, p. 21).
The competition between the tabloids never was more evident — and never more
criticized — than when the Globe broke a story in 1997 about television sports announcer
Frank Gifford, husband o f television variety show hostess Kathie Lee Gifford, for having
an affoir with a female acquaintance. Their New York City rendezvous was captured on
audiotape and videotape, and images o f it were put on the front page o f the Globe under
the headline, “Frank’s sex tape!” (Jones, 1997b). The Globe’s primary competitor, the
National Enquirer, and aO o f the mainstream media condemned the story and accused the
Globe o f setting up a sting to catch Frank Gifford with the woman, essentially staging the
news. Globe editor Tony Frost rebutted the criticism, saying the tabloid paid a source for
the tapes, not for the production o f the tapes, and not for setting up Frank Gifford. The
criticism kept coming aiqw ay. “When you do vdiat the Globe has done, you violate the
vfoole journalistic process. It’s not just a question o f the tabloid press, it’s a question o f
the press,” said Steve Coz, the National Enquirer editor (Jones, 1997b, p. 15). Regardless
o f how the Globe acquired the t^)es, there were no legal repercussions. In New York
only one party needs to consent to the recording o f a conversation or action. Frank
Gifford’s acquaintance obviously knew she was being recorded, so the Globe simply
reported the truth. The Globe’s actions were newsworthy enough for many other major
daity newspapers to put the story on their front pages. Once again, the tabloid press found
its way into the pages o f the mainstream daily newspapers, and debate raged over the free
press’s role in society.
The press has earned its First Amendment protection to serve as a messenger
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between a democratic government and the citizens it serves. Through a free press, the
public should have access to information it needs to make knowledgeable decisions on all
issues that require government action, from military spending to taxes. A free press,
therefore, helps ensure Americans’ right to self-government. With these First Amendment
privileges comes a responsibility to create an informed and educated public. However,
news effects are limited because most U.S. media consumers do not seem to have a great
desire for national news, and only a minority pay attention to it regularly (Gans, 1993).
Americans have the lowest voter turnout o f any major democracy — about half the
eligible voting public casts ballots in presidential elections, although almost all are exposed
to some form o f canq)aign advertisements. “Americans display a naive reluctance to draw
connections between what they perceive as compelling social necessity and what they
consider to be in their immediate self-interest.. . . A low rate o f political participation
accompanies ignorance o f basic frets and issues o f public debate, and the persistence o f
abysmal superstition” (Bogart, 1995, p. 175). Scores o f polls show a majority o f
Americans find news, especially political news, very boring (Bogart, 1995).
Mainstream journalists are trying to bridge the gap between their social
responsibilities and the demands o f their readers. However, creating a product that sells
seems to be taking priority, and that product sells at the expense o f stories on
governmental and social issues. Carl Bernstein, who won the Pulitzer Prize with Bob
Woodward for exposing the W atergate scandal, despises the journalistic hybrid he says
was bom from the tabloid influence. He believes today’s journalism frils the public and
ignores the truth. “Over the last 20 years we have been abdicating our primary function

— the best obtainable version o f the truth — and allowed our agenda and priorities to
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become bastardized and dominated b y . . . the triumph o f Idiot Culture.” Bernstein said
(Gameau, 1994, p. 8).
Howard Kurtz, media critic for the Washington Post, addresses this trend in his
book. Media circus: The trouble with America’s newspapers. “The cumulative effect of
these changes is to de-emphasize news and replace it with a feel-good product that is more
frivolous, less demanding, more like television. And television already does it better”
(1993, p. 340). “The problem with dumbing down newspapers is that we’re talking down
to people, and they know it. Instead o f c^turing their attention the bard way — with
well-written stories about schools and taxes and crime and culture and other thirds that
matter in their lives — we take the easier (and cheaper) way out. We move away from our
greatest strength — depth and texture — and assume that everyone in the video
generation has an attention span o f ninety seconds” (1993, p. 341).
Even when the mainstream media cover politics and other domestic issues, the
tabloid tint sometimes tags along. There now is a sense o f resentment among politicians.
For all the good elected officials might do on behalf o f their constituents, massy fear they
would receive more headlines for getting a speeding ticket than for winning funding for a
community park (Seigenthaler, 1994). And in the coverage o f health care, the media
dedicates more space to doomsday viruses and highly technical procedures that serve very
few than to solvable health problems and major discoveries. “There are some stories that
really need to be told,” said David Satcher o f the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. “They’re not highrtech, for the most p a rt They’re not exotic. But they
make a difference in the lives o f people” (Case, 1994, p. 15).
With the birth o f (ZNN and the Internet, media consumers have more access to
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information than ever before. The demand for instant information plays a direct role in the
competition to break stories first and the resulting sacrifice o f journalistic integrity.
Newspapers used to have days to make up their minds about whether to publish a story.
The amount o f time to decide whether to publish or not publish is much shorter for
today’s editor (Shaw, 1994). The temptation for a worldwide exclusive sent journalist
Pierre Salinger down a dismal trail in November 1996. Salinger said sources in French
security had told him the U.S. Navy was responsible for shooting down TWA Flight 800
o ff the coast o f New York in July 1996. As it turned out, his onfy source was a longdiscredited document pulled off the Internet. “America is awash in a growing and often
disruptive avalanche o f frlse information that takes on a life o f its own in the electronic
ether of the Internet. . . until it becomes inpervious to denial and debunking” (“Flight
800,” 1996).
This flood o f information, and the firenzied chase to produce it. has influenced the
judicial system outside o f the Simpson trial When Michael Jackson was accused o f
molesting a boy in 1993, aggressive media coverage convinced ban he would be unable to
pursue vindication through the justice system. Tabloid journalists chased down current
and former Jackson employees and associates, offering cash for their stories. Jackson
settled a civil lawsuit filed by the boy’s frnuly that paid several million dollars and killed
possible criminal prosecution. The boy’s attorney, Larry Feldman, said intense coverage
by tabloid media helped push the agreement through. “The tabloid press contaminates
witnesses,” Feldman said. “They pay witnesses to go on televisfon and as soon as a
witness takes a dollar, it allows the other side to argue that they are doing this for the
money. And the more vivid the testimony, the more details they offer, the more it’s
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worth” (“Media coverage,” 1994, p. 29). The tabloid press’s influence on the judicial
system again became evident in the 1998 murder trial o f MikaH Markhasev, who was
convicted o f killing entertainer Bill Cosby’s son, Ennis. Convicted felon Christopher So
took police to the she where the murder weapon, a gun, was found, then negotiated with
the National Enquirer to receive a $100,000 reward the publication offered for information
leading to the conviction o f Ennis Cosby’s killer. Markhasev’s attorneys based their
defense on the credibility o f the witnesses against their client. Because So stood to gain a
six-figure paycheck if Markhasev was found guilty, he was an easy target. Markhasev
attorney Harriet Hawkins told jurors So’s testimony was based on “a foundation o f greed
and deceh” (“Cosby slaying,” 1998, p. B5). The tabloids’ lack o f remorse was articulated
by Jerry Nachman, vice president o f news at WCBS-TV. “The press, constitutionally and
procedurally, has no requirement to guarantee anyone his Sbcth Amendment rights [to a
feir trial]. That’s up to the courts” (Case, 1995, p. 15).
The tabloid press’s appeal to the opportunistic — and the greedy — has created
other legal problems. The National Enquirer, the Star, and the Globe all routinely pay
sources for information, and frequently advertise their practice in the pages o f their
publications to solicit story tips. This temptation hired a woman named Autumn Jackson,
who negotiated a $25,000 contract with the Globe for an exclusive story in which she
would claim she was Bill Cosby’s illegitimate daughter. But Jackson was working on
another deal, one in which she attenqited to extort Cosby o f about $40 miHfon by
threatening to embarrass him in the tabloids. Cosby bad financial^ supported Jackson
previous^, after he had a brief affeir with Jackson’s mother, but he denied Jackson was his
daughter. Jackson and tw o others were convicted in the attenqited extortion, fined, and
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sent to prison in 1997. Globe reporter Christopher Doherty defended acting as a mediator
in negotiating a payment to Jackson. “We do pay for stories, but only for when they’re
truthful and that we can satisfy ourselves that they are truthful,’’ he said. “It’s a frllacy to
think that we throw money at people for stories that they’ve dreamt up” (Sullivan, 1997,
p. 15).
As demonstrated in the cases o f Richard Jewell and the Dallas Cowboys’ Michael
Irvin and Erik Williams, the press also has no requirement to frimess when reporting on
law enforcement investigations. Jewell, Irvin, and Williams were investigated as suspects
in high-profile crimes: Jewel for the frtal bombing o f Centennial Olympic Park in Atlanta
during the 1996 Summer Games, and Irvin and Williams for the alleged rape o f a young
woman, a crime that, in fret, never took place. Federal Bureau o f Investigation sources
told the media they considered JeweU, a security guard who helped lead authorities to the
backpack that contained an explosive device, a suspect in the Olympic bombing. The
media responded by splashing Jewell’s picture across their pages, aggressively reporting
on Jewell’s background and trying to dig up information that could tie him to the crime.
The FBI eventually cleared Jewell as a suspect, but that took several months, leaving fads
name tied to the terrorist act the vdiole time. In late 1996, a U.S. Senate subcommittee
heard testimony about the media’s treatment o f JewelL Paul K. McMasters, a former
newspaper editor and current member o f the Freedom Forum, a journalism advocacy
organization and research center, spoke to the panel “When people ask me if the media
have learned any lessons, I say, absolutely— until the next time” (Peterson, 1997a,
p. C5).
Intense congietition fit>m so many outlets forced journalists fix>m around the world
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to chase the Jewell story with all available resources, regardless o f whether the FBI had its
case dead wrong from the start. McMasters’ assumption about lessons learned proved
correct — Irvin and Williams became “the next time” in January 1997, a few weeks after
McMasters’ testimony. Dallas police held a news conference to announce that a young
woman bad given a statement saying Williams raped her while Irvin held a gun to her
head. Police told the media that Williams and Irvin, two o f the biggest stars on a
nationally popular professional football team, were suspects and likely would be arrested.
Instead o f checking the accuser’s background and credibility, the media ran with the story,
chasing Irvin and Williams, leading national newscasts and front pages with the
allegations. Irvin had been convicted o f a drug-related charge less than a year earlier.
Williams was charged with raping a 17-year-old girl two years earlier, but reached an outof-court settlement with his alleged victim. A few other Cowboys recently had been given
drug-related suspensions by the National Football League. All o f these circumstances
helped create sensational media coverage that judged Irvin and Williams guilty until
proven innocent (Verhovek, 1997). Dave Anderson, a sports columnist for the New York
Times, urged the Cowboys to throw Irvin off the team immediately, regardless o f the
outcome o f the police investigation, saying “Irvin’s stupidity flows from his arrogance. . . .
So much for Irvin even connii% the Cowboys’ owner, Jerry Jones himselL about his
repentance” from his drug charge (Anderson, 1997, p. 55).
Irvin and Williams, like JewelL maintained their innocence. Some members o f the
press eventually examined the credibility o f the Cowboys’ accuser, Nina Shahravan.
Shahravan eventually admitted she made up the accusation, and the police invest%ation
into Irvin and Williams was closed. The press did nothing illegal in covering these stories.
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particularly because law enforcement officials were so candid in announcing or leaking
their investigations. In both cases there was tremendous public interest. Because so many
reporters c o u n te d for details in both stories, law enforcement agencies felt compelled to
respond. It created a sensational pre-judgmental, tabloid-like atmosphere around JewelL
Irvin, and Williams — three men who were never even arrested or charged with a crime.
The argument has been made that the tremendous publicity surrounding the investigations
helped exonerate JeweU, Irvin, and Williams more quickly, but the press’s competition for
stories and their prominent play in newspapers and on television significantly damaged the
men’s reputations (Verhovek, 1997).
When a magazine survey asked the public to describe the media in pursuit o f a
story, 57 percent said they were “like vultures circling for the kUT (O’Neill, 1994, p. 11).
Larry J. Sabato wrote about the media’s pack mentality in Feeding fi-enzv: How attack
journalism has transformed American politics. “What is becoming more common, and
more disturbing, is the domino effect o f a kind o f Mowest-common-denominator’
journalism: If one newspaper or one broadcaster airs a story, however questionable or
poorly documented it may be, other media outlets wUl then publish or broadcast the news
without independently verifying it,” he wrote. “This abdication o f journalistic
responsibility encourages the purveyors o f . . . smut to search out the weak media link”
(1991, p. 58).
“Trust in American journalism is low and sinking fest,” Jerry Berger wrote. “More
and more people take what they see with the proverbial grain o f salt. Journalism, which
long has attracted idealists to its ranks, increasingfy is seen as a business o f hucksters and
character assassins. In the end, the ultimate losers are the American people. Ifw ecan no
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longer depend on the frimess and accuracy o f what we see and read, is our information
worth anything?” (1994, p. 46).
The consequences o f increased, more intense cover% e of scandal and sensational
stories may have profound sociological effects as welL Topics like the Sinq>son trial and
Clinton’s affair with Monica Lewinsky pervaded all kinds o f media, leaving consumers
who wanted to escape the stories no choice but to abstain from television and print news
altogether. “These stories go on forever and they have a numbing effect.. . . They invade
your life and you can’t really get away from them,” said columnist Molly Ivins. “This is
the same blockbuster mentality that you see in publishing, in Hollywood and other
entertainment arenas” (GetHn, 1998, p. AlO). Instead o f bringing people together to sort
out the rights and wrongs o f the story to afBrm their communities’ standards, the issues
are so overplayed that no one wants to talk about them, polarizing those who take sides.
“We all want a grand narrative, a lesson underneath these stories, but America is a
fractured society, with so many divisions, and it’s hard to tell one tale that everyone can
agree with,” University o f California, Santa Cruz sociologist Herman Gray said. “When
you lose that consensus, the storyline can provoke anger because no one agrees” (Getlin,
1998, p. AlO). The constant deluge o f the sensational and the scandalous effectively shuts
down the lines o f co mmunication and creates a population that is scandal-proof— not
only does nothing shock them, they become unwilling to discuss the issues that drive
them Gail Collins, author of Scorpion tongues, said, “You surf channels on TV and hear
about Monica, so you go to the next channel and it’s Monica again, then there’s a talk
show about someone with a senior citizen diaper fetish, so you keep switching channels,
and finally you give up” (Getlin, 1998, p. AlO).
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In a New York magazine poll, 71 percent o f those surveyed believe the
mainstream media are sinking to the level o f tabloids by reporting gossip, the sensational,
and unsubstantiated allegations. This belief is just one part o f an increasingly negative
public perception o f the news media. The same poll found 48 percent o f people believe
the media play a negative role in society, and 46 percent trust the media less than they did
five years ago (W olff 1998). The American Society o f Newspaper Editors, m the midst
o f a three-year project to find out why people are losing confidence in newspapers,
obtained discouraging results fiom its own p oll About 80 percent o f those surveyed said
sensational stories receive more prominent play in newspapers because they are exciting,
not because they are informative or inqwrtant (“Editors group,” 1998).
This study aims to quantify the tabloid press’s influence on mainstream daily
newspapers. The study is significant for a number o f reasons. The tabloid press and the
mainstream media have the fi-eedom to present the news in any frshion they see fit. no
matter how serious o r sensational and this freedom allows basic journalistic tenants to be
abused. Despite the tabloids’ propensity for payii% sources, mainstream newspapers
sometimes must compete openly for the same stories because, just like the tabloids, the
dailies are fighting to retain readers and build circulation. Daify newspapers are being
forced to decide between publishing news that serves the public interest and news that
helps sell their product. The public’s growing demand for instantaneous information can
force journalists into ethical and professional compromises. And the tabloid and
mainstream media’s dogged pursuit o f some stories has led to a more negative public
perception o f the press and decreased public trust in its work. An examinatioii o f the
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relationship between the tabloids and daily newspapers could determine the magnitude of
some o f these problems.

Research Question
The issue o f how tabloids affect mainstream media content was important enough
for the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication to dedicate a
panel to its discussion at the group’s 1996 annual meeting. Jane Meredith Adams, a
reporter at the Boston Globe, was part o f that panel She told o f having to sort through a
garbage bin in pursuit o f a story against tabloid conçetition. “We can’t compete.” Adams
said o f the mainstream media. “We can’t beat the tabloids at their own game, and I found
it depressing trying to do so” (Patemo, 1996, p. 18). Yet, the mainstream media have to
find a way to compete because they believe most o f their consumers demand it. How they
win meet this demand and continue to cover political scientific, social and cultural issues
will play a large part in determining how Americans get their information in the future.
Reporting a story first is a goal o f every journalist. Breaking a story o f interest to
audiences — and getting it r%ht — can help a media outlet build credibility and a
following. Some media outlets regularly label exclusive stories to remind audiences that
no other forums have that information — yet. When a media outlet is beaten to a story,
having to follow it is an acknowledged defeat; the information is judged important to its
audience as w ell and the longer it goes unreported, the greater the chance the audience
will go elsewhere to leam about iL The mainstream media o f the United States consider
themselves more credible and more essentfel to a democratic society than the tabloid press
(Welch, 1997). Mainstream journalists’ concerns — and occasional agoty — over having
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to follow a tabloid’s lead, like the Dick Morris and Gennifer Flowers stories, are indicative
o f the competitive relationship between the two media: The mainstream media are
unhappy that they occasionally follow stories first reported by supermarket tabloids.
Although the stories could turn out to be viewed by consumers and critics as legitimate
news, the mainstream media would rather not report the information because the tabloids
might have paid for it, and the publications generally are considered sle a ^ and less
credible. Yet it keeps happening. McMasters, the Freedom Forum member, seems
correct in his assessment that the mainstream media always leam their lesson until the next
time (Peterson, 1997a, ). An investigation o f how much editorial content in the
mainstream media is influenced by the tabloid press could indicate the extent o f the
mainstream media’s acceptance of tabloid content. The primary research question
addressed by this study is: How much editorial content in mainstream daily newspapers is
influenced by the tabloid press?
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CHAPTER n

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Previous Research on the Tabloid Press
Previous research on the tabloid press has included readership profiles, analysis o f
science and crime coverage, overall content analysis, a study o f how the tabloids report
and write stories, and several studies related to tabloid television newsmagazines. While
some o f this research can be applied to the present study, research that attempts to
characterize the conq)etitive relationship between the tabloid press and the mainstream
media and gauge the level o f tabloid influence on the mainstream media was not located in
a search o f periodicals, dissertation databases, and abstracts.
Maria Elizabeth Grabe studied the presentation o f crime in tabloid and highbrow
news programs. H er results showed that tabloids presented crime as a lethal act, and
criminals as evil in a stn ^ g le against good. The myth that crime does not pay was a
dominant theme in tabloid programming. Tabloid programs were more likely to report on
crime than highbrow programs, although crime firequently received the same play in each
format’s lineup. The formats differed, however, in presenting the social class o f criminals.
Criminals on tabloid programs were more likefy to belong to the middle or upper class.

34
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vdiile criminals on highbrow programs were more likely to belong to the working class
(1996).
Kelly Teenor researched claims that the public no longer is able to tell the
difference between tabloid television news and network news. Teenor formed focus
groups who watched broadcast stories that were not identified by source or network, then
judged whether each story came fiom a tabloid or network program by filling out a
questionnaire. The reader-response theory formed the basis for analyzing participants’
perceptions. Teenor also performed a narrative analysis o f program content, and neither
approach supported the notion that the line between tabloid television and network news
has blurred beyond distinction to audiences. Participants successfully identified tabloid
stories and network reports in most cases (1996).
Steven A. Esposito’s study o f pretrial television coverage o f the O.J. Sin^son trial
addresses the differences between tabloid television news, prime-time network
newsmagazines and nightly network news broadcasts. Esposito developed quantitative
data through a 20-item coding instrument. The data then were analyzed using the narrative
approach. Esposito’s study suggests that pretrial television coverage o f the Simpson case
was shaped by entertainment value, not ideal objective reporting in the public’s interest,
and that by emphasizing individuals and the dramatic over larger trial issues, the coverage
created a presun^tion o f Simpson’s guilt. Esposito anafyzed almost 83 hours o f coverage
and found that coverage o f the first month of the trial was the noost intense and contained
the most alluring elements o f the case, and that in content and presentation, network
coverage was almost indistinguishable fiom tabloid programs. He argued that the
programs’ focus on ratings, not editorial or ethical judgment, determines which stories
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make each broadcast and which stories do not. Broadcast stories included music, zoom
images, mood lighting, and other production instruments designed to create emotional
response, instruments normally reserved for entertainment (1996). This study has legal
ramifications in addition to journalistic applications, as little research has been done on
televised justice and its effect on Sbcth Amendment rights.
Kevin Thomas Glynn conducted a contemporary cultural study o f tabloid
television. He analyzed the relationships among politics, popular culture, the social
fimctions of information sources, the role o f cultural taste in determining social hierarchy,
and the media’s importance in society. The development and growth o f tabloid television
in the 1980s and 1990s, Glynn asserted, must be placed in context with social and cultural
struggles of the times to be properly evaluated and criticized within the history o f
American journalism and television (1995).
Walter Charles Rauch performed a content analysis o f the ABC News program
“PrimeTime Live.” He found that the program contained sensational elements and was
biased in its 1991 investigation o f three television ministries. He used this analysis to
classify the program as tabloid news, even though it was reported by a network television
news division (1993).
Alison Jane Head conducted a survey analysis o f supermarket tabloid readers. She
used a group o f incoming community college students as her sample group. Respondents
released their standardized test scores in math, reading, and writing to measure their
information-seeking skills. Head found that tabloid readers qualify as information poor
because they have active levels o f informationrseeking behavior and low levels o f
information-seeking skills. She also found that gender and race influence tabloid
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readershq). White women are more likely to read supermarket tabloid publications than
any other demographic, the research found. This study also showed that people with lessdeveloped educational skills are more likefy to read supermarket tabloids ( 1990).
Head’s study was different from another survey o f tabloid readers, conducted by
Eileen Lehnert and Mary J. Perpich Their study focused primarily on the attitudes o f
tabloid readers and aimed to find out why different groups o f people read tabloids. They
found tabloid readers fell into one o f three categories. The first group was classified as
Intent Diversion Seekers: women vdio read tabloids just for fun. The second group was
classified as Distracted Information Collectors: men who are interested primarily in
reading while doing something else, like watching television. The third group was
classified as Selfish Believers: older women who relate information in stories to
themselves. This study is significant because it indicates that supermarket tabloid readers
do not fit into one narrow demographic with few specific needs or wants from a
newspaper, and, according to Lehnert and Perpich, supermarket tabloids have a much
broader appeal than Head’s study revealed (1982).
James Cameron Paty evaluated three U.S. metropolitan tabloid newspapers owned
by international media mogul Rupert Murdoch while specifically looking for sensational
content. Paty collected 10-edition sanq)ies fiom the New York PosL the Boston Herald.
and the Chicago Sun-Times. Paty compared their use o f headline space, text, and
photographs, and tracked different classifications o f stories within each publication. Paty
found that his predicted formula o f sensationalism only is supported for light news and
government news in limited categories o f overall space used and proportion o f space used
for graphics to text. No exact formula was discovered for the newsp^>ers, but a
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consistent pattern was found supporting Paty’s hypothesis. Paty also addressed models for
comparing newspapers and methods for tracking and analyzing sensational content (1988).
S. Elizabeth Bird studied how supermarket tabloid reporters research and write
their stories. She found that tabloids report on real people and real events, and their staff
members are well-trained journalists. Bird revealed that while the emphases o f tabloid and
mainstream writers differ, newspapers and tabloids are located along the same storytelling
continuum, a revelation that some mainstream journalists might find troubling. Bird found
that tabloid publications did not use anonymous sources more often than the New Yoric
Times, and that the line between human interest writing and sensationalism is very difGcult
to pinpoint. She concluded that experienced journalists can adapt to a tabloid setting
quickly (1990). Her research is significant to this study because it indicates similarities in
the practices o f tabloid and mainstream journalists.
Bird followed that project with the book. For enquiring minds: A cultural studv o f
superm arket tabloids She asserts that “stereotypes o f tabloids and their readers are elitist,

based largely on a perception o f what people ‘should’ be interested in and the correct style
in vdiich such media should be presented” (1992, p. 208). She intended to reassess
everything about the tabloids: their editorial content, their reporters, their readers, and
their place in culture and society. This study was not concerned with the tabloids’
relationship to and conq)etition with the mainstream media. Bird says tabloids are popular
for the same reasons they are criticized. They are sensational yet predictable, fomiliar yet
unique, laughed at and at the sam e tim e taken quite seriousfy. It is much less daunting to
m align the supermarket tabloid than to determine why they have millions o f loyal readers.

Bird says readers, as con sumers o f culture, read the tabloids for many different reasons
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and do not believe everything they read. Some may read them as a rejection o f dominant
values — singly because they know they should be reading something better. Some read
tabloids because the periodicals make them feel empowered by knowing o f things they
should not know and can not control such as a celebrity’s relationships. Tabloids can
take the shape o f folklore by consistently dramatizing values and offering escape and
validation. Bird rejects the notion that tabloid readers are stupid or culturally bankrupt.
Today’s culture, she argues, is based heavily on obtaining information, and tabloids are
merely one source o f information for their readers. Bird reaches a conclusion fam iliar to
other scholars: There is no one specific profile o f a supermarket tabloid reader (1992).
William R. Elliott and Gerald Hinkle conq>ared science coverage in three daily
newspapers to science coverage in three supermarket tabloids. Surprisingfy, Elliott and
Hinkle found supermarket tabloids were more likely to cover stories about medicine and
health and somevfoat m ore likely to devote a greater percentage o f editorial space to
science stories than the mainstream media (1989). However, this study does not break
down the subjects o f health, medicine, or science stories covered by the supermarket
tabloids. It is likely that the vast majority o f the health and medicine stories relate to diets
or weight loss (Case, 1994).
Deborah M. MacDonald conducted a survey to determine the public’s perception
o f supermarket tabloids and to what extent readership is a fimction o f perception and lowtaste orientation. The majority o f those surveyed held tabloid readers in low regard and
said the tabloids have little credibility and serve little purpose. The only positive
perceptions o f tabloids were their low prices and their usefulness in passing time quickly.
Those who had never o r rarely read tabloids were most likely to have negative perceptions
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o f tabloids, while those who occasionally or regularly read tabloids were more likely to
prefer low-taste o r s le a ^ media content. The survey found occasional and regular tabloid
readers do not fell into a specific demographic (1984).

Previous Research on News Content
and News Selection
For the tabloid press to influence the content o f the mainstream media, editors and
producers within the mainstream media must make conscious decisions to dedicate
editorial space to stories first reported by tabloids. Because information must pass
through editors to appear on the pages o f a newspaper, this decision-making process often
is called gatekeeping. Many fectors influence journalists’ deliberative processes when
selecting the kinds o f stories that make the next day’s news: some are personal biases or
tastes, some are long-held ideologies; and some are based on readership surveys or
determinations that particular stories have such wide ^ p e a l that they may help sell more
newspapers. Editors at every supermarket tabloid and every mainstream daily newspaper
must make those decisions every day. For the purposes o f this thesis it must be
recognized that there has been some research into the process o f selecting news and
creating editorial content. Research on tabloid influence could determine whether
mainstream editors and tabloid editors consider each other’s decisions before determining
what their readers will see.
One o f the earliest studies on gatekeepii% was conducted by David Manning White
in 1949. He evaluated a wire services editor at a mid-sized. Midwest daily newspaper and
broke down each o f the fectors the editor considered in using a story. This single editor
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had dozens of reasons to include or exclude a story from the next day’s edition, and
almost as many personal biases and tastes. The study, while not including a
comprehensive sample, illustrated for the first time how many fectors can influence
decisions on news content and selection (1950).
Herbert J. Gans released a more comprehensive study on the selection o f news
content: Deciding what’s news: A studv o f “CBS Evening News.” “NBC Nightly News.”
Newsweek, and Time. Gans concluded that many, many considerations create one
person’s news judgment, but only a few are relevant to each story; if an editor had to
evaluate every possible reason to include or exclude a story from the next day’s
newspaper or news broadcast, there would not be enough hours in the day to put together
a product. There is no one definition o f news, but stories that involve sources with any
kind o f power over others probably are newsworthy, he says. Editors always must be
aware that any leeway in their judgment can reduce their audience and thereby increase
pressure on the media outlet, raise costs, and significantly challeige the organization of
the news team. Gans says journalists serve many roles to the public: they test elected
leadership through questioning and criticizing; they are agents o f social control that build
social values; and they create myths, among other functions (1979).
Glen L. Bleske updated White’s study and recommended studying a specific group
o f editors instead o f a random san^Iing o f individuals. He reported that almost all
editorial gatekeepers are trained on the job and must deal with a great deal o f exposure to
media messages; an average newspaper wire editor must read and assess about 1,000
stories per week. Bleske found that most U.S. newspapers classify news in predictable
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ways, and that while each gatekeeper has uniquely subjective methods, all are 6irly
consistent in broad categories o f content (1991).
Pamela J. Shoemaker also conducted a study o f gatekeeping, but reached much
different conclusions. She theorized that gatekeeping is not just about selecting news, but
also about withholding, shaping, and displaying every aspect o f message selection and
control. She said gatekeeping is about reshaping related 6 c ts fiom an event or an issue
and turning them into news. Some o f Shoemaker’s ideas are highly con^lex. She
evaluated nearly every communications professional as a gatekeeper and found media
sources, advertisers, market researck rs, interest groups, public relations practitioners, and
government ofBcials all have some stake in determining what becomes news (1991).
John H. McManus investigated the commercial influence over journalism in the
book. Market-driven jnnmaKsm: Let the citizen beware? Market-driven journalism
gathers an audience to sell it to advertisers, not inform it, and McManus says this practice
is becoming a grown% problem in the industry, both in print and koadcast media.
McManus acknowledges that journalism is a business, and that ui^rofitable businesses
eventually die, but he asserts that a balance can be struck by informing audiences in
addition to selling to them. McManus found that market-driven journalism has four major
social ef&cts: media consumers are likely to learn less &om the news; consumers may be
misled; news sources may become more manipulative; and the audience becomes more
apathetic about politics. He compared media consumptfon to food consunqition. He
hypothesized that as more junk journalism replaced good journalism in a person’s media
diet, the interesting and ingwrtant would be replaced with the interesting and entertaining
(1994). McManus’ book relates to this thesis very well because the literature review
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revealed that the mainstream media’s alleged regression is directly attributable to the
con^)etition for an audience.
Samuel P. Winch authored Mapping the cultural space o f journalism: How
journalists distinguish news from entertainment. Winch says the cultural space of

journalism is defined socially, and that when journalists act as gatekeepers they are not just
producing a newspaper, they are making decisions as cultural authorities. His research
found that when members o f the mainstream media make news judgments, they want
stories that are true and important, but members o f the tabloid press want stories that will
sell newsptq)ers and not result in a law suit He says tabloid and mainstream media
investigate deviant behavior in public figures and public officials, and both degrade
deviants until they are expelled from a group or position. Tabloids willingly have
relinquished coverage o f political issues and embraced celebrity and scandal because the
titillating nature o f such stories has entertainment value. The mainstream media report on
both issues and scandal and actually want the tabloid press to cover issues as well so all
media consumers are better informed. The mainstream media are interested in criticizn%
other media, but the tabloid media do not really care wdiat everyone else in the journalism
industry does. Winch concludes that members o f the media believe news informs and
entertainment amuses, and that these distinctions are understood when journalists function
as gatekeepers (1997).
A rthur Charity’s book. Doing public jnumaK?CTn- maintains that today’s journalism
is failing its own industry and its consumers by publishing so much irrelevant news.
Charity takes a very idealistic approach to reforming media content He says new public
journalism encourages people to particq)ate in public life and make intelligent decisions
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about public affairs. He says newspapers and televisfon can expand readership and serve
communities better by helping the public set an agenda for itself reorient its concerns, and
help it overcome hurdles to active self-government. Journalists must play an active role in
evaluating their communities and focus their coverage o f issues on solutions, not
grievances. Charity believes newspapers can abolish tabloid content in favor o f more
investigative, interpretive reporting and regain lost circulation and readership (1995).
The body o f research on news content and news selection reflects how many
variables influence the selection o f some stories for publication and the rejection o f others.
Mainstream daify newspaper editors must confront numerous factors and biases in
determining what to offer their readers. McManus (1994) and Gans (1979) both address
the significance o f stories that appeal to a broad audience and help sell newspapers.
Winch (1997) stipulates that editors recognize when a story has more entertainment value
than news value. The judgment o f these editors shapes editorial content. These studies
demonstrate that while a newspaper editor may not be aware that a story was first
reported by supermarket tabloids, the editor more than likely can recognize sensational or
sleazy elements that have tabloid appeal If editors questioned the origin o f more o f these
stories, rather than immediately deciding to publish them, it could reduce tabloid influence
on mainstream daily newspapers.
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METHOD
This research systematically tracked stories in mainstream daily newspapers that
initially were reported or created by the tabloid press. This content analysis was carried
out over a 26-week period, from July 6,1998, to January 3, 1999. Six daily newspapers
were tracked in the analysis: the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times. USA Todav.
the Las Vegas Review-JoumaL the Las Vegas Sun, and the Reno Gazette-JoumaL The
editorial content o f these newspapers was compared against the editorial content o f three
supermarket tabloids: the Star, the Globe and the National Enquirer. This study focuses
exclusively on the print tabloid press and mainstream daOy newspapers. Although tabloid
television is a growing industry, and television and print journalists compete against each
other for information and audiences (Getlin, 1998), television programming is produced
and absorbed by audiences much differently when compared with printed nœdia (Postman.
1985; Levy, 1992). Because such different values guide television journalists and
audiences, it is difBcuk to accurately compare television content with print content.
Therefore, tabloid television program s and mainstream television news programs were not
included in this research.
The Las Vegas Review-JoumaL the Las Vegas Sun and the R eno G azette-Jm im al
were selected for this study because they are the three largest daOy newspapers in Nevada.
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The Review-Journal’s weekday circulation is about 159,000, the Gazette-Journal’s is
about 67,000, and the Sffll’s is about 38,000 Œ dhor & Publisher International Yearbook.
1998). This study aims to serve the Nevada journalism community and inqjrove the
quality o f journalism and journalism education in the state — objectives consistent with
the missions o f the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas, a public institution. The New Yoric
Times and the Los Angeles Times were selected for this study because these two
newspapers are available nationally and are recognized within the journalism industry as
models o f excellence in writing and reporting. USA Todav was selected for this study
because it has the second-largest circulation o f any daily newspaper in the United States
— behind the Wall Street Journal — and because it has different editorial values than the
New York Times, the Los Angeles Times and other daily newspapers. USA Todav favors
shorter stories, graphic elements and more extensive use o f color on section covers. The
New York Times and the Los Angeles Times have weekday circulations o f about
1 million, while USA Todav has a daOy circulation o f about 1.6 million Œ ditor &
Publisher International Yearbook. 1998). The

the Globe and the National Enquirer

were selected for the study because they have the three largest circulations in the weekly
supermarket tabloid press; the National Enquirer’s circulation is about 2.2 million, the
Star’s is about 1.9 mOlion, and the Globe’s is about 800,000 (Turner, 1998).
Each Sunday or Monday, new editions o f the Star, the Globe, and the National
Enquirer are put out for sale on newsstands, racks, and at checkout lines in supermarkets
and convenience store and at retail counters. For this study, the tablokis were purchased
each week and read from cover to cover. Each story w as summarized in a sentence or
two and entered in ajo u rn ai Then, in a weekly cycle beginning each Monday, the New
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York Tiroes, the Los Angeles Times. USA Todav. the Las Vegas Review-JoumaL the Las
Vegas Sun, and the Reno Gazette-Joumal were read from beginning to end with an eye
for stories influenced by the tabloid press. Some stories identified in the mainstream daily
newspapers were follow-ups to reports or^inaDy published by the tabloids. For example,
a tabloid story about a celebrity couple's marital problems that appeared days later in a
mainstream daily newspaper was considered a mark o f tabloid influence. The tabloids,
however, find their way onto the pages o f daily newspapers in other ways. Tabloids
occasionally are sued ty the subjects o f their reports. Hospitality personality M artha
Stewart, for example, filed a libel lawsuit against the National Enquirer in 1997 after the
tabloid quoted a p^chiatrist who had never met Stewart as saying she had a personality
disorder and was mentally ill (Stein, 1997). The mainstream media widely covered the
lawsuit filing, but could not do so without mentioning the National Enquirer or the
sensational allegations o f its story. Celebrities occasionally dispute or criticize tabloid
reports by responding through the mainstream media. Celebrities sometimes attack
tabloid photogr^hers, which results in police reports, news stories, and, occasionally,
criminal and civil trials. The mainstream media sometimes dedicates editorial space for
criticism o f tabloid co v er^ e or the business dealings o f the publications, such as making
payments to sources. As Winch found, the mainstream media are interested in criticizing
other media ( 1997). The mainstream media often serve as watchdogs over the tabloid
press, covering these lawsuits, disputes, and payments extensively. In scouring the
mainstream daOy newspapers for this study, stories were compared g a in st the tabloid
article summaries entered in t k journal but also read for watchdog qualities.
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Procedure
When a follow-up story or a watchdog story was found in a daily newspaper, it
was documented in the journal, aloi% with the page the story appeared on, its length in
paragraphs, and, if it was a follow-up story, the tabloid the story first appeared in. If it
was applicable, the tabloid report that spurred a watchdog story also was documented.
For example, if an actor criticized the tabloid press in general, it was considered a
watchdog story. But if there was no specific tabloid report to credit for the story’s
publication, no specific edition was credited. However, if a celebrity denied allegations
made in a specific tabloid report, that tabloid edition was documented, when possible.
The Los Angeles Times, the Las Vegas Review-JoumaL the Las Vegas Sun, the
Reno Gazette-JoumaL and USA Today all dedicate areas in their newspapers to lighter
stories and news o f entertainment personalities, and it was noted when a story with tabloid
influence was carried on these pages. The Los Angeles Times’ area is called “M om ii^
Report,” and it appears Monday through Saturday in the left column o f page 2D, inside
the “California Style” features section. Columnist Liz Smith, whose content is dedicated
to entertainers and recognizable personalities, appears just below “Morning Report”
Monday through Friday. Although the Los Angeles Times introduced a national edition
on October 5, 1998, changes to the format o f newspapers distributed outside the Los
Angeles metropolitan area did not affect the location or content o f the “Morning Report”
or Liz Smith features. The Las Vegas Review-Joumal’s area is called “People in the
News,” and its page changes location firom day to day. The Las Vegas Sun’s area was
called “People in the News,” and it ^}peared with other features on page 2A in the front
news section. However, the Las Vecas Sun redesigned the newsp^)er’s appearance, and
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beginning on October 5, 1998, the area was renamed “Personality Parade” and moved to a
page called “Flip Side” on the back o f its local news section, section B. The Reno
Gazette-Joumal has two areas where these stories occasionally appear. One is in a daily
briefe section at the top o f page 2A, called “Newsmakers,” and the other is in a
sporadically appearing package called “Etc. News & Notes” on the cover o f the Sierra
features section, which changes position in the newspaper from day to day. Neither the
“Newsmakers” package nor the “Etc. News and Notes” briefe are dedicated exclusively to
news about celebrities and entertainers. Political, economic, and cultural news from
around the world frequently appears in “Newsmakers,” and Reno-area news often is
covered in the “Etc. News & Notes” briefe package. USA Todav has several stories and
columns dedicated to entertainers and celebrities at the top o f page 2D or 3D in its Life
section from Monday through Thursday, under a heading called “People.” USA Today’s
Friday edition is slightly different, with similar stories and columns appearing under a
header called “This Just In” on page 3E in its Life Weekend section. Larry King writes a
column that appears under the “People” header on Monday, and Jeannie Williams authors
a column about celebrities that runs Tuesday through Thursday under the “People” header
and on Friday under the “This Just In” header. The New Yoric Times has no such
packages or features dedicated to the coverage o f entertainers or personalities. The New
York Times, the T.ns Angeles Times, the Las Vegas Pfview-Tnm-nal and the Reno
Gazette-Joumal publish every day. The Las Vegas Sun and USA Today publish Monday
through Friday, but do not publish on holidays.
It should be noted that^ like most weekly magazines, the date on the cover o f each
«aipermarket tabloid is one week ahead o f the date it is released for sale. For exanq)le, the
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December 29, 1998, editions o f the National Enquirer, the Globe, and the Star actually
were released for sale on December 21 o r December 22, 1998. Therefore, it is possible
for a story from a December 29, 1998. edition o f a supermarket tabloid to have had an
influence on a daily newspaper’s December 24. 1998, edition.
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RESULTS
This study found varying degrees o f tabloid influence in the six mainstream daOy
newspapers surveyed. In each daily newspaper, tabloid fbllow-up and watchdog stories
were tracked separately, then the data were combined to measure total editorial content
influenced. The Las Vegas Review Journal published 16 watchdog reports during the
research period. O f these reports, 15 were stories, and one was a stand-alone photograph
with an extended caption. Stand-alone photos with extended captions sometimes are used
by daily newspapers instead o f stories to condense news and provide visual elements to
otherwise text-dominated pages. The 15 stories had a combined 108 paragraphs, for an
average o f 7.2 paragraphs per watchdog story. Of the 16 watchdog reports, 12 appeared
on the newspaper’s “People in the News” page, three appeared in news pages, and one
appeared in the features section below the television program listings. The Las Vegas
Review-Joumal also published 21 follow-up reports. O f these reports, 19 were stories and
two were stand-alone photographs. The 19 stories had a combined 136 paragr^hs, for an
average o f 7.2 paragraphs per follow-up story. O f the 21 follow-up reports, 10 appeared
on the newspaper’s “People in the News” page, nine appeared in news pages, and two
appeared in the features section below the television program listings. The Las Vegas
Review-Joumal published a total o f 37 tabloid-influenced reports during the research
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period, with three stand-alone photographs and 34 stories averaging 7.2 paragraphs in
length. O f the 37 reports, 22, or 59 percent, appeared on the newspaper’s “People in the
News” page, which is geared toward reports on celebrities and recognizable figures.
Twelve o f the stories appeared on news pages, and three appeared below the television
program listings, a page that features news o f television stars and shows. The Las Vegas
Review-Joumal published 182 editions durii^ the research period, meaning one tabloidinfluenced report appeared every 4.9 issues.
The Las Vegas Sun published 14 watchdog stories during the research period
The 14 stories had a combined 41 paragraphs, for an average o f 2.9 paragraphs per
watchdog story. O f the 14 watchdog stories, 13 appeared on the newspaper’s “People in
the News” or “Flip Side” pages, and one appeared on a news page. The Las Vegas Sun
also published six follow-up stories. The six stories had a combined 26 paragraphs, for an
average o f 4.3 paragraphs per follow-up story. O f the six follow-up stories, five appeared
on the newspaper’s “People in the News” or “Flip Side” pages, and one appeared in the
features/entertainment section. The Las Vegas Sun published a total o f 20 tabloidinfluenced stories during the research period each averaging 3.4 paragraphs in length. O f
the 20 stories, 18, or 90 percent, appeared on pages geared toward reports on celebrities
and recognizable figures. One story appeared on a news page and one story appeared in
the features/entertainment section. The Las Vegas Sun published 126 editions during the
research period meaning one tabloid-influenced report appeared every 6.3 issues.
The Los Angeles Times published 16 watchdog stories during the research period.
The 16 stories had a combined 203 paragraphs, for an average o f 12.7 paragraphs per
watchdog story. O f the 16 watchdog items, eight appeared in the “Morning Report” or
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Liz Smith cotumn. five appeared on news pages, and three appeared in features sections.
The Los Angeles Times also published eight follow-up stories. The eight had a combined
162 paragraphs, for an average o f 20.3 paragraphs per follow-up story. O f the eight
follow-up stories, one appeared in the Liz Smith column, six appeared in news pages, and
one appeared in a features section. The Los Angeles Times published a total o f 24

Table 1

Jwly-6.1998. \q January 3. 1999
Newspaper

Watchdog
reports

Follow-up
reports

Total
reports

Editions
per report

USA Todav

17

24

41

3.1

Las Veeas Review-Joumal

16

21

37

4.9

Las Vegas Sun

14

6

20

6.3

Los Aneeles Times

16

8

24

7.6

Reno Gazette-Joumal

3

5

8

22.8

New York Times

2

5

7

26

tabloid-mfiuenced stories during the research period, averaging 15.2 p ar^rap h s in length.
O f the 24 stories, nine, or nearty 38 percent, appeared in the “Morning Report” feature or
the Liz Smith column. Eleven o f the stories, nearly 46 percent, appeared on news pages,
and four appeared in a features section. The Los Angeles Times published 182 editions
durir% the research period, meaning one tabloid-influenced report appeared every 7.6
issues.
USA Today published 17 watchdog storfes during the research period. The 17
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stories had a combined 71 paragraphs, for an average o f 4.2 paragraphs per watchdog
story. O f the 17 watchdog stories, 14, or more than 82 percent, appeared on the
newspaper’s “People” o r “This Just In” pages, and three appeared in other parts o f the
Life features section. USA Todav also published 24 follow-up reports. O f these reports,
22 were stories, one was a standalone photograph, and one was a photograph previously
published by a tabloid. The 22 stories had a combined 147 paragraphs, for an average o f
6.7 paragraphs per follow-up story. Of the 24 follow-up reports, 18, or 75 percent,
appeared on the newspaper’s “People” or “This Just In” pages, two appeared on news
pages, and four £q>peared in other parts o f the Life features section. USA Today published
a total o f 41 tabloid-influenced reports during the research period, with one standalone
photograph, one photograph previously published by a supermarket tabloid, and 39 stories
averaging 5.6 paragraphs in length. O f the 41 reports, 32, or 78 percent, appeared on the
newspaper’s “People” o r “This Just In” pages, which are geared toward reports on
celebrities and recognizable figures. Seven o f the stories appeared in other parts o f the
Life features section, and two jqjpeared on news pages. USA Todav published 126
editions during the research period, meaning one tabloid-influenced report qipeared every
3.1 issues.
The Reno Gazette-Joumal published three watchdog stories during the research
period. The three stories had a combined seven paragraphs, for an average of 2.3
paragraphs per w atchdog story. O f the three watchdog stories, two appeared in the
newspaper’s “Etc. News & Notes” feature, and one zq)peared in the “Newsmakers” briefe
package on page 2A. Both o f these features are geared toward iKws o f recognizable
figures. The

G aw tte-Joum al also published five follow-up stories. The five stories
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had a combined 32 paragraphs, for an average o f 6.4 paragraphs per follow-up story. O f
the five follow-up stories, three appeared on news pages, one appeared in the
“Newsmakers” briefe on page 2A, and one appeared in the “Etc. News & Notes” feature.
The Reno Gazette-Joumal published a total o f eight tabloid-influenced reports during the
research period, averaging 4.9 paragraphs in length. O f the eight stories, three appeared
on news pages, three appeared in the “Etc. News & Notes” feature, and two appeared in
the “Newsmakers” briefe on page 2A. The Reno Gazette-Joumal published 182 editions

Table 2
Tabloid-Influenced Reports in Mainstream Dailv Newspaper Sections
1998. tp January 3.J999
News
sections

Features
sections

Celebrity,
variety columns

Total
reports

USAJoduy

2

7

32

41

Las Vegas Review-Joumal

12

3

22

37

Los Angeles Times

11

4

9

24

Las Vegas Sun

1

1

18

20

Reno Gazette-Joumal

3

0

5

8

New York Times

7

0

0

7

Newspaper

durii% the research period, meaning one tabloid-influenced report appeared every 22.8
issues.
The New Yoric Times published two watchdog reports during the research period.
The two stories had a combined 45 paragraphs, for an average o f 22.5 paragraphs per
watchdog story. B oth stories appeared on news pages. The New York Times also
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published five follow-up stories. The five reports had a combined five par^raphs. for an
average o f one paragraphs per follow-up story. All five appeared on news p ^ e s. The
New York Times published a total o f seven tabloid-infiuenced reports durn% the research
period, averaging 7.1 p aragr^hs in length. All seven stories appeared on news pages.
The New York Times published 182 editions during the research period, meaning one
tabloid-infiuenced report appeared every 26 issues.
While dozens o f stories first reported in the Star, the Globe, and the National
Enquirer found their way into the pages o f the six mainstream daily newspapers surveyed
during the research period, examining specific subjects reveals different degrees o f tabloid
influence. The mainstream daily newspapers followed some smaller tabloid stones while
conq)letely ignoring many o f the larger stories that dominated tabloid covers over several
weeks. In some cases, mainstream daily newsp^>ers pursued tabloid stories with both
follow-up reports and watchdog stories.

The Tabloid Presidency
In early 1998, as the media tornado surrounding President Clinton’s sexual
relationship with Monica Lewinsky began to sweO, Robert Bennett, one o f Clinton’s many
attorneys, lashed out at journalists for covering the sordid allegations with such intensity.
“I’m very disappointed that the Washington PnsL one o f the preeminent newspapers in the
country, is becoming a tabloid paper,” Bennett said (Kurtz, 1998, p. 295). But with so
many stories o f womanizing preceding the Lewinslgr affair, including Gennifer Flowers’
tabloid expose, “the sad truth was that this bad become a tabloid preskiency” (Kurtz,
1998, p. 295). By the time research for this study commenced, independent counsel
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Kenneth Starr already had a wide-reaching grand jury investigation into the ClintonLewinsky affair under way. The stories o f Clinton’s imperiled presidency; o f the nature o f
his relationship with Lewinsky; o f his denials o f an inq>roper relationship; o f all the people
involved in the grand jury inquiry, from the president. Lewinsky, and Starr, to Vernon
Jordan Jr., Linda Tripp, and Betty Currie; and o f his subsequent impeachment and Senate
trial dominated all form s o f media in 1998. In cable and broadcast television news, in
newspapers and new sm ^azines, in radio and the Internet, the story was inescapable
(Getlin, 1998). The supermarket tabloids were no exception. Son» aspect of the ClintonLewinsky scandal and its aftermath appeared on 18 o f the 26 Star covers during the
research period, on 15 National Enquirer covers, and on eight Globe covers.
However, the focus o f supermarket tabloid coverage and o f mainstream daily
newspaper coverage differed greatly. At the start o f the research period, mainstream daily
newspapers were concerned with issues that affected the security o f Clinton’s presidency.
Their stories, based on anonymous sources close to the grand jury proceedings, aimed to
find out vdiether Starr and the grand jury would come upon enough evidence to warrant
impeachment proceedings. Stories focused on the truthfulness o f Clinton’s deposition in
Paula Jones’ sexual harassment lawsuit, on the truthfulness o f his testimony before Starr’s
grand jury, on his and Jordan’s efforts to find Lewinsky a job in New York, on gifts the
president and Lewinsky exchanged and later returned, and other such details that could
have led to the president’s removal from ofBce. The tabloids, on the other hand, were
interested in the whats, vdiens, wheres, whys and hows o f Clinton’s sexual relationship
with Lewinsky, and the personal devastation ami damaged relationships that resulted fit)m
the discovery o f the affair. The intense tabloid coverage o f the scandal influenced many
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stories in the mainstream daily newspapers, and created both follow-up reports and
watchdog storfes.
The mainstream daily newspapers first reported that Lewinsky had a dress stained
with the president’s semen — inqwrtant physical evidence in Starr’s case against Clinton
— but the tabloids had far more lurid subjects early in the research period. The August 18
Star reported that Lewinsky often did stripteases for Clinton, that her blue dress firom the
Gap was on the floor when Clinton ejaculated on it, and that no physical contact occurred
after Lewinsky’s clothes were off. The August 25 Globe reported that Lewinsky plotted
to become inq)regnated by Clinton because she believed a child would validate their
relationship, and that Lewinsky had threatened to tell Clinton’s wife, first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton, o f their affair. The August 25 National Enquirer included a story about
how Lewinsky and the first lady seethed about each other in private, with Lewinsky calling
the first lady a “cold bitch,” and the first lady referring to Lewinsky as a “little tram p.”
The September 1 Star reported Lewinsky said the president told her that his wife could
not fulfill his sexual needs, and that Lewinsky thought a friendship ring the president gave
her was. in fact, an engagement ring. The September 15 National Enquirer reported that
Clinton and Lewinsky had used the Lmcoln bedroom in the White House and a
presidential limousine for sexual liaisons.
The tabloid stories and the mainstream daily newspapers converged upon the
release o f Starr’s report on September 11,1998. O f the countless pomts provided in the
report, supermarket tabloids first reported five details that the mainstream daily
newsp£q)ers followed up on: the September 8 National Enquirer told o f a personal
classified ad Lewinslgr placed in the Washington Post for Clinton on Valentine’s D*Qr
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1997; the September 8 Star reported that Lewinsky used a cigar as a sexual prop in front
o f Clinton before he put the cigar in his mouth; the September 1 Star told o f Lewinsky
being in love with Clinton and that she thought Clinton loved her as well; the September 1
Star also reported that Clinton led Lewinsky to believe that he would leave his wife at the
end o f his second term in office to be with Lewinsky; and the August 18 Star told o f how
Clinton administration staff member Harold Ickes and a Secret Service agent interrupted a
sexual liaison between Clinton and Lewinsky in a White House room.
In its September 12 edition, the Las Vegas Review-Joumal published several
stories and a six-page, pullout section o f Starr report excerpts. The special section
included paragraphs on all five details the tabloids reported first. On page 3A, the
newspaper ran a 19-paragraph story with a photo o f Lewinsky that told o f Lewinsky being
in love with the president, o f how she thought Clinton loved her, and also o f the
Washington Post personal ad.
In its September 12 edition, the Los Angeles Times ran several in-depth stories
about the release o f the Starr report on its cover, page 1A. One story, 142 paragraphs in
length, detailed the sexual relationships between Lewinsky and Clinton, as reported by
Starr. Three findings first reported by the tabloids were included in the story, that
Lewinsky was in love with the president; that Lewinsky was led to believe there was a
possibility o f them being together at the end o f Clinton’s term; and that Ickes and a Secret
Service agent interrupted a sexual episode between the two. In its September 13 edition,
the Los Angeles Times published a 16-page special section o f Starr report excerpts. The
section included details o f Lewinsky using a cigar as a sexual prop; o f Lewinsky being in
love with Clinton; that Lewinsky was led to believe Clinton might leave his wife at the end
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o f his term to be with Lewinsky; and that Ickes and a Secret Service agent interrupted an
encounter between Clinton and Lewinsky.
In its September 12 edition, the New York Times published a 24-page special
section that included the full text o f Starr’s findings sent to Congress. That special section
contained paragraphs that followed all five stories first reported by the tabloids.
In its September 12 edition, the Reno Gazette-Joumal dedicated five p ^ e s in its A
section to excerpts fi’o m the Starr report and stories on its findings. The excerpts included
details o f two o f the stories first reported by the tabloids: Lewinsky’s use o f a cigar as a
sexual prop and Lewinsky being led to believe that Clinton would leave his wife at the end
o f his term to be with Lewinsky. In its September 22 edition, the Reno Gazette-Joumal
ran a 20-paragraph story on p% e 7A, in its news section, about Lewinsky testifying that
she was in love with the president.
In its September 14 edition, USA Todav published an eight-page special section o f
excerpts from the S tair rep o rt The section made reference to Lewinsky’s use o f a cigar as
a sexual prop.
The Las Vegas Sun never published a special section o f excerpts from the Starr
report and, during the research period, never reported on any o f the five details first
published by the tabloids.
Once Starr’s report was released, the focus o f the mainstream daily newspapers
changed from seeking out the findings o f Starr’s grand jury investigation to reporting how
Congress would deal with the findings and whether Clinton could be removed from office.
House Judiciary Committee impeachment hearings. House debates on articles o f
impeachment, the inq)eachment o f Clinton, and the subsequent Senate trial o f the president
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dominated mainstream coverage. The tabloids, however, focused on the Starr
investigation’s effects on the president’s marriage and family life, on Lewinsky’s personal
life, and on the efforts o f both Clinton and Lewinsky to recover from the pain and
embarrassment their affair brought upon themselves and others.
In its September 29 edition, the Star reported that the president and his wife had
not had not had sex in 14 years, and that the first lady, humiliated by the details o f her
husband’s relationship with Lewinsky, planned to divorce her husband as soon as his term
ended. The Star published excerpts o f love letters Lewinsky w rote to Clinton, including a
note in vfoich Lewinsky begged Clinton for a more fulfilling sexual relationship, in its
October 6 edition. The October 20 edition o f the Star reported that Lewinsky said she
only cooperated with Starr’s investigation because she believed wealth would result from
her subsequent fame, and that she hated being perceived as a “fat, cheesy slut.” The
November 10 edition o f the Star published photos o f a portly Lewinsky exercising and
eating, and a story about the Clintons’ daughter, Chelsea, suffering stress-related stomach
pains and needing medical attention as a result o f anxiety over her father’s affair. The
November 17 edition o f the Star reported that a former Arkansas trooper testified to Starr
that before Clinton was elected president, Hillary Clinton and former White House lawyer
Vince Foster once kissed and fondled each other in a restaurant just a few feet away from
Bill Clinton. The Star reported in its December 22 edition that the first lady took out her
fi-ustrations over the scandal on Secret Service agents, verbalfy abusing those who got in
her way around the White House.
In its September 22 edition, the National Enquirer reported Lewinsky’s family and
fiiends feared she would kill herself and that Lewinsky’s anguish over the revelations o f
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her affair with Clinton had driven her to eating binges and deep depression. The
September 29 edition o f the National Enquirer reported that the first lady had banished her
husband fiom the White House bedroom as a result o f the pain she felt firom the lurid
details o f Starr’s report. In its October 13 edition, the National Enquirer reported the first
lady had ordered her husband to undergo therapy to cure a sex addiction. In its November
24 and December 15 editions, the National Enquirer reported that Chelsea Clinton was
suffering fiom severe stress and anxiety as a result o f her father’s troubles. And in its
January 5, 1999, edition, the National Enquirer reported that Secret Service agents had to
pull the first lady off the president when she attacked him in rage over the stress and
embarrassment o f the scandal. “Keep that bitch away fiom me!” Clinton was reported as
saying to an % ent after the attack. The same report said the Clintons frequently engaged
in screaming matches when in private, and that both were so tense they fi-equently lost
their temper with others. Meanwhile, the January 5 edition o f the Globe reported that the
first lady had touched the president deeply with reassurances o f her loyalty and her
commitment to their marriage.
While none o f these allegations were acknowledged, confirmed, or denied by the
White House, Lewinsky, or anyone else, it should be noted that at least one tabloid report
was contradicted completely by Starr’s report. In the August 18 edition o f the National
Enquirer, an unnamed source said Lewinsky bragged that she had sexual intercourse with
Clinton in the Oval OfBce. Both Clinton and Lewinsky denied ever having sexual relations
beyond oral sex. No testimony or depositions alleged Clinton and Lewinsky ever had
sexual intercourse.
The mainstream daify newspapers did not ft>llow q p o n a single tabloid story that
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first appeared between the release of Starr’s report to the conclusion o f the research
period, and the tabloids never reported on Clinton’s impeachment hearings or Senate trial.
The scandal also created six watchdog stories in the mainstream daily newspapers
during the research period. In the August 31 edition o f the Las Vegas Sun, a oneparagraph report on page 2A, in the “People in the News” column, said the Star offered
Lewinsky $1 million for exclusive rights to her story about her affair with Clinton. The
story said publisher Harper Collins offered Lewinsky $2 million for a book deal. National
Enquirer editor Steve Coz said his tabloid also made an offer to Lewinsky, but he said it
was not worth as much because most details o f the affair already had been leaked to the
press.
The next day, in the September 1 edition o f USA Todav. a 12-paragraph story
fi’om personality columnist Jeannie Williams appeared on page 2D under the “People”
header. Her report said Lewinsky was fielding lucrative offers for the rights to her story
about her affair with ClintoiL A $1 million offer fi’om the Star and separate book deals
were worth the most, Williams reported.
In its September 10 edition, the Los Angeles Times published a 17-paragraph story
on page SE, in a publishing column in the Calendar section, about declining circulations
among the weekly supermarket tabloids despite intense, sensational coverage o f the
Clinton-Lewinsky scandaL The column addressed the tabloids’ lack o f coverage during
the initial stages o f Starr’s investigation and more intense coverage dealing with specific
details o f the sexual relationship between Clinton and Lewinsky. The Globe was not
pursuing the story as aggressivefy as the Star and the National Enquirer, the column said.
In its November 12 edition, USA Todav included a one-paragraph story about
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Lewinsky’s problems with a public life in its “Lifeline” briefs, which appear in the left
column o f page ID , the cover o f the Life features section. The brief said Lewinsky and
her family were having confrontations with the tabloid media and the public while dining
out in New York City. The story ran with a color photograph credited to Globe Photos
Inc.
In its November 19 edition, USA Todav’s Jeannie Williams dedicated three
paragraphs o f her column, on p% e 2D under the “People” baimer, to the National
Enquirer’s declining circulation and its handling o f stories about Chelsea Clinton. In the
brief report, editor Steve Coz said the periodical’s circulation was down, but he
maintained that he had a recovery plan. Coz defended coverage o f Chelsea Clinton’s
reaction to the Starr investigation o f her father. President Clinton, saying Chelsea is no
longer a little girl and is a legitimate public figure.
Finally, in the December 7 edition o f USA Todav. on page 3D in the “Inside TV
with Peter Johnson” column, a nine-paragraph story addressed a report in the Star that
insinuated a producer with ABC News’ “20/20” was having a romantic relationship w ith
Lewinsky. In the column, the producer denied that his relationship with Lewinsky was
anything but professional as his network prepared for an exclusive interview with her.

Paula Jones’ Cosmetic Surgery
Unlike Gennifer Flowers, who alleged a consensual sexual relationship with
Clinton, Paula Jones alleged Clinton made an unwanted satual advance toward her in a
Little Rock, Arkansas, hotel room while Clinton was AiJcansas’ governor and Jones was a
state enq)loyee. Jones took the step o f filing a sexual harassment lawsuit against Clinton
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after he was elected president. During court proceedings in the case. Jones’ attorneys
sought to unveil Clinton’s sexual history as an elected official and establish a pattern of
sexual transgressions and solicitations. Clinton denied a sexual relationship with Lewinsky
during proceedings in this lawsuit, which gave Starr the ammunition he needed to expand
his investigation o f Clinton. The president subsequently was impeached.
Jones became recognizable to the public for much more than her lawsuit, however.
She had a distinguishable nose that became the target o f political cartoonists and
comedians alike. So. in 1998, Jones had cosmetic surgery on her nose to reduce its size.
The National Enquirer gained exclusive rights to interview Jones about the procedure and
publish the first photographs o f Jones’ new nose. Much like the Star’s handling o f the
Dick Morris story, the National Enquirer sought advance publicity for their story through
other media. They found a willing partner in ABC News’ “PrimeTime Live”
newsmagazine. In its Wednesday, August 12 broadcast, “PrimeTirae Live” aired clips o f
an interview videotaped by the National Enquirer and showed photographs o f Jones
before and after her surgery. Throughout the segment, the words National Enquirer
appeared in small type in the top-right com er o f the screen, while ABC’s logo appeared in
the bottom-right comer. “PrimeTime Live” anchor Sam Donaldson made reference to the
National Enquirer in introducing the segment (Rosenberg, 1998).
The Associated Press took a photograph o f the televised image o f Jones’ new face
and made it available on its wire service with a file photograph o f Jones before the
surgery. The post-surgery photograph o f Jones had a clearly visible ABC logo in the
bottom-right comer and the words N ational Enquirer legible in the top-right comer. A
story about Jones’ surgery, the “PrimeTime Live” segment, and the National Enquirer’s
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role in obtaining the footage and photographs also was made available by the news
service. The result was widespread publication o f the photographs and a watchdog story
criticizing the entire report.
In the August 14 edition o f the Las Vegas Review-Joumal. in its “People in the
News” section, the two photos were published with a 19-paragraph story about the
surgery, the “PrimeTime Live” segment, and the National Enquirer’s role in the story.
The photo o f Jones after the surgery included the National Enquirer label in the top-right
com er and the ABC logo in the b o tto m -r^ t comer. The Las Vegas Review-Joumal also
put a 2-inch-by-2-inch color pre-surgery photo o f Jones on its cover, page 1A, in the topleft comer o f the page under a “People” header. This is a regular feature in the
newspaper’s design, allowing it to refer to a story on a recognizable person.
In its August 14 edition, the Las Vegas Sun published the photos and a oneparagraph story in its “People in the News” feature. The photo o f Jones after the surgery
iirchided the National Enquirer label in the top-right comer and the ABC logo in the
bottom-right comer, but the story made no mention o f the National Enquirer’s role in the
story.
In its August 14 edition, the Los Angeles Times published a five-paragraph story
on the surgery with the two photos moved by the Associated Press on page 9A, in its fi’ont
news section, but the National Enquirer label and the ABC logo were cut out o f the post
surgery picture o f Jones. The story made no mention o f the National Enquirer’s role in
obtaining the post-surgery picture o r the story.
In the August 14 edition o f USA Today, the two Associated Press photos o f Jones
were published on page 2D, under its “People” header. There was no story to acconq)any
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the photographs. Only a short caption ran below the photographs. The caption did not
explain the National Enquirer's role in obtainii^ the story or the post-surgery photo,
although the National Enquirer label and ABC logo were visible in the post-surgery photo.
The August 25 edition o f the National Enquirer was available for sale on August
17. Page 16 was dedicated to its exclusive interview with Jones, and mchided a picture of
Jones before the surgery, a picture o f Jones recoverii% from the procedure, and two
photos of Jones after the recovery. The story reported an anonymous donor paid $9,000
for Jones’ surgery. The story also addressed the transformation o f Jones since the
beginning o f her litigation, vdiich included makeovers, a new wardrobe, the cutting,
straightening, and lightening o f her curly brown hair, and the cosmetic surgery.

can get

back to the business o f being a mom instead o f a caricature,” Jones said in the interview.
"^Cartoonists won’t ridicule n y nose and comics will have to find someone else to pick on”
(Cetner & Shipp, 1998, p. 16).
Los Angeles Times columnist Howard Rosenberg demonstrated the watchdog
ftmction o f the mainstream daOy newspapers when he criticized the partnership between
ABC and the National Enquirer and the subsequent coverage o f Jones’ surgery in the
August 17 edition o f the newspaper. Rosenberg’s column was the top story in the
Calendar section that day, starting at the top o f page IF under the banner headline “A
nose for news, from tabs to TV,” and jumping inside to page 1IF. The column, 34
paragraphs in length, also included the Associated Press photos at the top o f page IF in
color, with the post-surgery image o f Jones retaining the National Enquirer label in the
top-right comer. "*V<%h so much o f mainstream media lasering in on celebrities, the
bizarre and the tawdry, they are increasing^ mergmg their news interests w ith the
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tabloids,” Rosenberg wrote (1998, p. FI 1). Rosenberg asked the Los Angeles Times
staffer who edited the August 14 article on Jones why the National Enquirer label was
cropped out o f the picture. The editor said it was necessary to make the photo fit in the
available space. Rosenberg also interviewed Steve Coz, the National Enquirer editor, for
the column. Coz neither confirmed nor denied paying Jones for the exclusive rights to the
story, but did say the tabloid was not the anonymous donor who paid for Jones’ surgery.
Rosenberg asked ABC producer Phyllis McGrady if giving the National Enquirer advance
publicity for the Jones story and photos might have indirect^ violated network policy that
forbids paying for interviews. “Would I prefer AP owned them? Yes,” she said. “But I’m
not going to sit here and dis National Enquirer” (Rosenberg, 1998, p. FI 1).
The final follow-up to the story o f Jones’ new nose appeared in the October 8
edition o f USA Todav on its cover, page 1A. The newspaper, without its own post
surgery photo o f Jones, ran a small color photo o f Jones’ profile that appeared in the
August 25 National Enquirer. While the photo ran with a short reference to an inside
story about Jones’ lawsuit, USA Todav in small type credited the image to the National
Enquirgr-

The National Enquirer was able to generate substantial advance publkity for its
story on Jones’ surgery with willing cooperation fiom a network television program and
several daily newspapers. N ot onfy did the daity newsp^>ers follow iq) on the story
broadcast by “PrimeTime Live,” but one newsp^)er, the Los Angeles Tiroes, also ran a
watchdog stoiy to criticize how the story filtered through the mainstream media.
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Calista Flockfaait’s Weight
In just two seasons on broadcast television, “Ally McBeaT has won two Golden
Globe Awards as best comedy series. Actress Calista Flockhart plays the title character, an
intelligent, independent, yet emotionally unstable Boston attorney approaching her 30"’
birthday. The program’s unconventional humor and portrayal o f women attorneys has
won loyal audiences, as well as criticism from feminists, who consider the “Ally McBeaT
character a slave to her sexuality, and believe her desperate longing for a rewarding
relationship with a man makes her an inappropriate role model for young women (Shalit,
1998). In addition to the attention Flockhart has gained through her portrayal o f McBeal,
she also has found a great deal o f attention paid to her skinny figure. In its September 29

Table 3
Tabloid Cover Appearances. July 14. 1998. to January 5. 1999
National Enquirer

Globe

Star

Total

Clinton-Lewinsky affair

15

8

18

41

Princess Diana

11

5

18

34

JonBenet Ramsey

9

9

1

19

Frank and Kathie Lee Gifferd

5

7

3

15

Calista Flockhart

2

1

3

6

edition, the Globe reported that the already-firail Flockhart had lost even more weight, and
that her “Ally McBeaT co-workers and friends feared she was anorexic. The Globe
showed pictures o f Flockhart fi-om that noonth’s Em n^ awards to a counselor at an eating
disorder clinic. The counselor said Flockhart exhibited the piqrsical features and
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characteristics o f an anorexic. The Globe also reported that Flockhart maintained a strict
diet and a daily workout schedule despite her thinness. The story said Flockhart denied
having an eating disorder o r any problems with her weight. This report led to more
tabloid stories on Flockhart’s health and created a small wave o f follow-up and watchdog
mainstream coverage.
In the October 7 edition o f the Las Vegas Review-Joumal. on page 9E, in the
newspaper’s features section under the television listings, a seven-paragraph story
addressed rumors that Flockhart was in poor health. The story cited a WCBS-TV report
that Flockhart was in treatm ent for anorexia and that “Ally McBeaT production had been
shut down. Flockhart denied being in treatment or having an eating disorder, and t k Fox
network, home o f “Ally McBeal,” denied that production had ceased.
In its October 27 edition, the National Enquirer published a story that said
Flockhart had lost 20 pounds in the past year, largely because o f a demanding work
schedule for “Ally McBeal,” and that the stress o f fame had contributed to her inability to
put the weight back on. The story said Flockhart, 5-feet-6-inches tall, weighed just 102
pounds. In the same edition, the National Enquirer reported that a growing number o f
female entertainers were starving themselves to remain thin, and that Hollywood’s
obsession with thinness was causing a health crisis among actresses and singers. The
article cited actresses Lara Flynn Boyle, Farrah Fawcett, Courteney Cox, Winona Ryder,
Tori Spelling, Claire Danes, and Lea Thonq)son as women who were too thin. The
October 27 edition o f the Star published a story that said Flockhart was down to an
unheakhfol 95 pounds and that she had gone on a fost-food diet to try to gain weight. The
same issue o f the Star also included an article about Hollywood’s obsession with losing
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weight, and named many o f the same entertainers as the National Enquirer article as
women who were too skinny. The Star story included quotes from a recovered
anorexic/bulimic who said entertainers who are too thin are dangerous to the selfesteem
and the health o f the girls and young women who look up to them.
In its October 20 edition, the Las Vegas Review-Joumal ran a watchdog response,
a two-paragraph article about Flockhart on its “People in the News” section on page 12A.
The story said Flockhart had hired a new publicist to debunk reports that she had an eating
disorder.
On October 21, on the cover o f USA Today’s Life section, page ID , the
“Television News and Views by Robert Blanco” cotunm at the bottom o f the page
addressed the expanding rumors about Flockhart’s weight, and included a color photo o f a
frail-looking Flockhart. The column was critical o f Hollywood’s expectations o f thinness
for its actresses, and it addressed the negative image Flockhart’s weight sends to women.
The column also addressed the “nastiest speculation” o f the tabloids.
In the October 29 edition o f the Las Vegas Sun, at the top o f page 6E in the
features section, a 15-paragraph story addressed Flockhart’s weight and Hollywood’s
demand for thin female entertainers. The story included a photo o f Flockhart and reported
that women who lost too much weight were poor role models for girls and young women.
The report named Lara Flynn Boyle, Courteney Cox, and Helen Hunt as actresses who
appeared to be too thin, and the story specifically mentioned the related articles in the
October 27 editions o f the Star and the National Enquirer.
In the October 29 edition o f the Los Angeles Times, in the “Morning Report” on
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page 2D, a one-paragraph watchdog story detailed how People magazine would publish
an mterview with Flockhart in which she says she is not too thin.
In that same day’s USA Todav. on page 2D under the “People” header, a nineparagraph article with a photo o f Flockhart appeared. The article told o f the upcoming
People article, in which Flockhart says she is not too thin and she criticizes the “societal
obsession with my physical appearance.”
Finalfy, in the October 30 edition o f the Las Vegas Sun, a six-paragraph article
about Flockhart appeared on the “Flip Side” p% e. The story publicized the upcomii%
People magazine story, in which Flockhart denied she had an eating disorder and called
the media attention and gossip about her figure “hurtful.”
The November 17 editions o f the Star and the National Enquirer offered more
stories on Flockhart’s weight. The Star reported Flockhart still participated in strenuous
workouts and a regimented diet, a combination a certified trainer quoted in the article
called dangerous. The National Enquirer article quoted a physician and an eating-disorder
expert as saying Flockhart demonstrated the classic symptoms o f an eating disorder. No
fbllow-up or watchdog coverage in mainstream daily newspapers resulted fix>m these
tabloid articles for the remainder o f the research period.
The tabloid reports on Flockhart’s weight and the skinny appearance o f other
entertainers spawned follow-iq) coverage in the mainstream media. In the tabloids
Flockhart denied the allegations that she had an eatmg disorder, but the mainstream media
helped her tell her side o f the story. The mainstream daily newspapers were willing to
serve as a watchdog o f the tabloids in this capacity, publishing Flockhart’s denials and
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offering advance publicity for the People magazine article that let Flockhart respond
extensively to questions about her eating habits and her weight.

The Investigation o f JonBenet Ramsey’s Slaying
The investigation o f the Boulder, Colorado, slaying o f 6-year-old JonBenet
Ramsey was one o f the tabloids’ most widely covered stories during the research period.
The girl, who had participated in child beauty pageants most o f her short life, was found
beaten and strangled in the basement o f her home on December 26, 1996 (“Grand jury,”
1998). Even though the killing occurred more than 18 months before the start o f the
research period, it consistently received significant play in the tabloids. Some part o f the
investigation into her death appeared on nine Globe covers, nine National Enquirer covers,
and one Star cover. Yet, for all the coverage this story received in the tabloids, the
mainstream daily newspapers never followed up on any o f the stories reported by the
tabloids during the research period. The tabloids focused on the family o f JonBenet
Ramsey and vfaether any or all o f them played a role in her death. While the daily
newspapers dedicated some space to police and grand jury investigations, they appeared
infiequently at best and never included details first reported by any o f the three tabloids.
Very little watchdog coverage o f the tabloids resulted as well.
The July 14 edition o f the National Enquirer reported that John and Patsy Ramsey,
JonBenet’s parents, were offered plea bargains by prosecutors if they adm itted roles in the
slaying. Prosecutors were seeking first-degree murder indictments, the story said. The
September 15 edition o f the Star reported that investigators believed a strand o f animal fiir
found on the duct tape used to cover JonBenet’s mouth came fiom a pair o f boots Patsy
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Ramsey was wearing the day the girl was killed. The September 15 edition o f the Globe
reported that police were investigating a tip that John Ramsey removed evidence from his
home with the help o f his pilot hours before JonBenet’s body was found. The September
22 National Enquirer reported that the grand jury investigating the killing heard evidence
that JonBenet suffered immensely during her last living moments. Another story quoted a

Table 4
Types o f Tabloid-Influenced Watchdog Reports Appearing
in Mainstream Dailv Newspapers. Julv 6. 1998. to Januarv 3. 1999
Tabloid report
refuted, criticized

Litigation
against tabloids

Other
reports

Total
reports

LLSAToday

8

4

5

17

Las Vegas Review-Joumal

4

7

5

16

Los Angeles Times

7

5

4

16

Las Vegas Sun

3

7

4

14

Reno Gazette-Journal

1

2

1

3

New York Times

0

0

2

2

Newspaper

language professor who believes John Ramsey could have dictated to his wife the ransom
note found in their home. The cover o f the November 24 Globe had the headline,
“Brother, 11, is the killer” in large type with “say crime investigators” in smaller type.
“And Burke will never stand trial!” also appeared on the cover, relating to a story that
quoted investigators as saying JonBenet’s brother Burke had become a suspect in the
slaying, but because he was onty 9 years old at the time o f her death he could never be
charged. The December 29 edition o f the National Enquirer reported that P a t^ Ramsey
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was on anti-suicide medication and that both parents had talked o f killing themselves.
None o f these stories were pursued by the daily newspapers.
On September 28, the Los Angeles Times’ Rosenberg contributed another
watchdog story, this time relating to media coverage o f the JonBenet Ramsey slaying
investigation. This critical essay, 28 paragraphs long and running in the right column o f
page IF o f the features section, criticized both tabloid print and television reports on the
slaying, specifically citing a Globe report that JonBenet’s bed-wetting caused Patsy
Ramsey to go berserk. Rosenberg called all tabloid coverage o f the investigation into the
girl’s death “vile,” but said it has managed to penetrate the mainstream media anyway.
In its October 9 edition, the Las Vegas Review-Joumal published an eightparagrq)h story about a Boulder photogr^her’s libel lawsuit against John Ramsey that
claims Ramsey told the National Enquirer in 1997 that the photographer, Stephen Miles,
killed JonBenet. John Ramsey’s attorneys said he never spoke with the National Enquirer.
This watchdog story had imthing to do with any o f the stories about the investigation into
the killing.
In the December 16 edition o f the New York Times, on page 18A, the first page o f
its section dedicated to national news, featured a 20-paragr^h story about the slow
progression o f the investigation. One paragraph o f the story contained a watchdog
element, describing how tabloid coverage o f the investigation, a frequent cover story,
actually had slipped as the Clinton-Lewinsky story developed.

The Investigation o f Princess Diana’s Life and Death
The tabloid coverage o f Princess Diana o f Wales, vdm died on August 31,1997, in
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a Paris car accident, paralleled the tabloid coverage o f JonBenet Ramsey. Both died well
before the research for this project began, yet the investigations into their shortened lives
and unexpected deaths remained newsworthy to the tabloid press. Tabloid coverage o f
Princess Diana was almost as omnipresent as President ClintoiL Princess Diana appeared
on 18 Star covers, 11 National Enquirer covers and five Globe covers during the research
period. And much like their reaction to the tabloids’ coverage o f JonBenet Ramsey, the
mainstream media largely ignored tabloid reports on Princess Diana during the research
period.
In its August 30 edition, as part o f a larger package o f stories on the first
anniversary o f Diana’s death, the Las Vegas Review-Joumal published a 17-paragraph
story about the flaws o f the French investigation into the accident that killed Diana. That
story addressed allegations that the Mercedes Diana was traveling in had faulty brakes,
which contributed to the crash. That allegation was first reported in the August 25 edition
o f the Star. This story w as the onfy tabloid-influenced report on Princess Diana found in
the mainstream daily newspapers during the research period.
Among the dozens o f tabloid stories that did not find their way into the mainstream
daily newspapers: the August 4 National Enquirer reported that while some o f Diana’s
dresses were auctioned and raised $5 million for charities, one dress was used as a draw
for a horse show and another is on display at a bar and restaurant; the August 11 National
Enquirer published interviews with a former maid and a former butler to Dodi A1 Fayed,
Diana’s boyfriend, who also was killed in the Paris car accident; the September 8 National
Enquirer profiled a fashion designer who created many o f the dresses that helped make
Diana a fashion icon; the September 15 Star published an interview with a former British
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spy who said the driver o f Diana’s car was on the spy agency’s payroll, and that the agent
had seen a top-secret plan to assassinate Yugoslav President Slobodan A/Glosevic that was
almost identical to the circumstances o f Diana’s car accident; the October 13 Star
dedicated eight pages to some o f Diana’s favorite outfits; the December 1 National
Enquirer published excerpts from Diana’s diary, including statements about her love for A1
Fayed, her hatred for Camilla Parker Bowles — the new conq)amon o f her former
husband. Prince Charles — and her moments o f deep depression; the December 8 National
Enquirer reported the driver o f Diana’s car thought he was drivii% a manual transmission
instead o f an automatic and attempted to slow the vehicle by downshifting, and never
stepped on the brakes before the accident; the same edition also reported that before
Diana fell in love with A1 Fayed, she wanted to marry a Pakistani surgeon named Hasnat
Khan, but Khan broke o ff their relationship; and the December 22 Star reported that the
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency and National Security Agency spied on Diana for years
and amassed a 1,056-page file detailing all aspects o f her life, including her sexual history
and her relationships w ith Khan and A1 Fayed.

The Personal Lives o f Frank and Kathie Lee Gifford
The marriage o f television broadcaster Frank Gifford and his wife, Kathie Lee. a
syndicated variety show co-host and commercial spokeswoman, became quite public when
in 1997 the Globe published images o f Frank Gifford in the arms o f another woman.
While the evidence o f an affair did not destroy the Giffords’ marriage, the tabloids kept a
close watch on the couple for problems. During the research period, either one or both o f
the Giffords appeared on seven Globe covers, five N ational Enquirer covers, and three
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Star covers. One report, in the October 20 Globe, said Kathie Lee Gifford had written a
letter to Hillary Rodham Clinton to urge the first lady to forgive the president for his
sexual relationship with Lewinsky.
More than a year after the Globe’s publication o f the pictures o f Frank Gifford in
the arms o f another woman, he had never publicly acknowledged the report or commented
on how he felt about his wife or how his behavior had affected their marriage. That
silence ended on October 27, vfoen Gifford appeared on CNN’s “Larry King Live” to
publicly apologize to his family for his behavior. “As difBcuk as it has been for me, it has
been much more difBcuh for Kathie. It was about the most stupid thing I ever got
involved in,” Gifford said on the program. “I know it was a setup, but that doesn’t
m atter. 1 could have avoided the setup. I didn’t. I did a very stupid thing,” he said o f the
Globe’s involvement in helping to orchestrate Gifford’s encounter with Suzen Johnson
(Sigall, 1998, p. 37).
Just as the mainstream daily newspapers picked up on Flockhart’s interview with
People magazine to deny allegations that she had an eatii^ disorder, the newspapers acted
as tabloid watchdogs again by publishing stories about Frank Gifford’s public apology on
CNN. The October 29 editions o f the Las Vegas Review-Joumal and USA Todav
published short articles about Gifford’s ^pearance on the show. The Las Vegas ReviewJoum al’s article was four paragraphs long and appeared in its “People in the News”
feature on page 16A. USA Today’s article was five paragr^hs long and appeared in the
“Jeanne Williams’ News & Views” column under the “People” banner on page 2D. These
stories never would have appeared in the da% newspapers if Gifford had not gone on
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“Larry King Live,” and Gifford never would have had to make a public apology if the
Globe had not published the photos o f Gifford and Johnson in 1997.
However, Frank Gifford’s appearance on CNN did not stop tabloid reports about
him and his wife. In its November 10 edition, the Globe included Kathie Lee Gifford in a
feature on “Hollywood homewreckers,” about celebrities who have wooed companions
from their partners. Frank Gifford’s former wife, Astrid, alleged in the article that Kathie
Lee stole her husband. The November 17 National Enquirer reported that Kathie Lee
Gifford forced her husband to appear on “Larry King Live” to make the scandal o f his
affair go away. The December 1 National Enquirer reported Frank Gifford was extremely
jealous that his wife persisted in proclaiming her affection for her first boyfiiend, surfer
Yancy Spencer. The December 29 Globe published an interview with Kathie Lee Gifford
about how she avoided divorcing her husband and worked to mend their marriage. And
the January 5 Star, in its celebrity predictions for 1999, said Kathie Lee Gifford would
succumb to tenqitation and have her own extramarital affair before the end o f the
millennium- The mainstream daify newspapers did not follow up on any o f these reports,
and offered no further watchdog coverage o f the tabloids relating to tte Giffords.
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V

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS.
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Discussion
The examination o f specific subjects covered by the tabloid press and how
mainstream daify newspapers responded to them reveals a great deal about the relationship
between the two kinds o f media. In covering the Clinton-Lewinsky affair and the
investigation o f the slaying o f JonBenet R am s^, the tabloid press and the mainstream
daily newspapers pursued similar subjects but took drastically different approaches in
reporting. Although Princess Diana died a year before this study commenced, the
sensational elements o f her life and death made her a popular subject for the tabloid press.
The mainstream daily newspapers, for the most part, considered her yesterday’s news.
Paula Jones’ cosmetic surgery was deemed newsworthy by most o f the daify newsp^jers
surveyed, and the National Enquirer’s ties to the story largely were swept aside. And
press coverage o f Calista Flockhart’s weight and health showed how the mainstream
media can both follow the tabloids and play watchdog over them at the sam e time.
Examining how often mainstream daily newspapers follow up on stories first
reported by the tabloid press is important for three reasons. First, the tabloid press fieefy
admits to paying sources for information and interviews, and mainstream daify newspapers
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vehemently are opposed to compensating anyone involved in any story in any fashion
(Sullivan, 1997). When mainstream daily newspapers publish stories first reported by the
tabloid press, there is a possibility that someone was compensated for furnishing the
tabloids with information that led to the report’s creation, thus possibly violating
newspaper policy in an indirect fashion. Second, the tabloid press is viewed as having
much less credibility than mainstream daily newspapers (MacDonald, 1984; Winch, 1997).
When mainstream newspapers report on subjects introduced by the tabloid press, the daily
newspapers risk compromising their credibility and relinquishii% control o f their content
to their less-respected peers. Third, because the tabloid press focus on coverage o f
celebrities, sleaziness, and the sensational, mainstream daily newspapers spurn stories on
issues that demand public concern when they follow up on tabloid reports. A lessinformed, apathetic public is a potential consequence o f too much titillating text and not
enough news o f social value (Bogart, 1995).
Independent counsel Ketmeth Starr’s investigation o f President Clinton brought
lurid details o f sex and deceit to the forefi^ont o f news. Details o f semen-stained dresses,
oral sex, unkept promises, and potential peijury charges were enough to attract the tabloid
press and the mainstream media in droves. It is inqwrtant to note that the mainstream
media did not follow up on tabloid stories related to Clinton and Lewinsky until Starr
released his report and recommendations to Congress. Some o f the more licentious details
o f Starr’s report, first reported by the tabloid press, went untouched for weeks by the
mainstream daily newspapers. As lascivious as these stories might have been, however,
they were deemed important enough by an independent counsel to include them in a report
that recommended the inqieachment o f the nation’s highest elected official In the end, the
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mainstream daily newspapers concluded that fact made the scandalous details legitimate
news, even if the tabloids beat them to it.
The treatment o f the story o f Paula Jones’ cosmetic surgery is another matter
entirely. The story belonged to the National Enquirer, which received advance publicity
for the report by going through a network television newsmagazine. The mainstream
media could have waited for Jones’ next public appearance to take a photograph o f her
new nose. Since Jones was suing the president o f the United States, newspapers and
television stations likely would not have had to wait long for a photo opportunity. But the
Associated Press photographed a televised image o f Jones and released it to its members,
along with a picture o f Jones before the surgery. Credit to the National Enquirer was
plainly visible in the post-surgery image. Conqiounding the daSy newspapers’ dilemma o f
vdiether to publish or ignore the pictures was t k source o f the images: ABC’s
“PrimeTime Live,” a program classified by one study as tabloid television for its reliance
on sensational elements, hidden cameras, and blatant bias in storytelling (Rauch, 1993).
Although there was no way to be certain the N ational Enquirer did not pay Jones for the
photograph — or the surgery — four o f the daily newspapers surveyed in the study
published the pictures. O f the Los Angeles Times, the Las Vegas Sun. USA Todav. and
the Las Vegas Review -Journal. only the Las Vegas Review-Joumal included the photo
credit to the National Enquirer and e:q)lained the roles o f the weekfy tabloid and
“PrimeTime Live” in an accompanying story. That three o f the newspapers surveyed did
not explain the photograph’s origin is indicative o f the relationship between the
mainstream daify newspapers and the tabloid press: The mainstream media occasionally
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think enough o f a tabloid story to publish it, but they would rather not acknowledge how
it came to their attention.
Watchdog stories, on the other hand, carry none o f the stigmas associated with
follow-up reports. The mainstream media see it as part o f their job to clarify allegations
and issues within the public domain and promote fair, accurate reporting — and that often
leads to criticism o f other media (Winch, 1997). The coverage o f Calista Flockhart’s
weight is a good exanqile o f the importance o f the watchdog function. In its September
29, 1998, edition, the Globe reported that Flockhart’s friends and co-workers were
concerned she might have an eating disorder. The story, blazoned across the cover o f the
Globe, had the potential to damage Flockhart’s career, and it was based on anonymous
speculation and a few photographs o f a frail Flockhart. The actress repeatedly denied that
she had an eating disorder, and the mainstream daily newspapers published several stories
saying as much. Although the Flockhart story created some follow-up coverage — a
report in the Las Vegas Review-Joumal made allegations that she bad an eating disorder,
and subsequent tabloid stories on the thinness o f other actresses led to a story in the Las
Vegas Sun — the watchdog coverage afforded Flockhart the opportunity to criticize the
credibility o f the tabloid report and provided some balance in the information given to
media consumers. Similarly, when Frank Gifford finally spoke o f his infidelity, which the
Globe might have helped to create, the mainstream daily newspapers’ reports balanced the
sensational nature o f the tabloid story from a year earlier. Mainstream daily n e w s p ^ r
stories on litigation against tabloids, despite the role o f the tabloid press in the story, are
viewed as legitimate news because they are formal complaints g a in st the accuracy o f
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media reports. And stories dedicated to the pursuit o f balanced, accurate news coverage
serve the public interest.
Follow-up and watchdog stories were spread throughout the pages o f the daily
newspapers surveyed in this study. Tabloid-influenced reports appeared on the front page,
on inside news pages, in feature and entertainment sections, and on pages and in columns
dedicated to lighter, celebrity-oriented stories. Space in news sections generally is
dedicated to social political economic, scientific, or environmental news that is o f public
interest. Features and entertainment sections offer a wide variety o f cultural and social
news. And features like USA Today’s “People” page, and the Las Vegas ReviewJoumal’s “People in the News” page report on celebrities and recognizable figures in the
news. Despite section divisions, every inch o f available space in a daily newspaper has the
potential to be filled with meaningful news that better informs readers. Yet. when
newspapers are willing to set aside specific space for celebrity news, readers become
familiar with the format and expect to see stories on recognizable personalities in the same
place every day. If a five-paragraph story on a movie star’s marital problems is first
reported by a tabloid and finds its way onto a celebrity news page in a daily newspaper, it
is doubtful any reader will call the newspaper’s credibility into question. However, if
biased, sensational news becomes a fixture in the news pages, where readers expect to see
stories on governmental medical or educational issues, or in features pages, where
reviews o f movies or music or stories on community figures o r public services should be
found, then daily newspapers may find the growing public dissatisfaction with the media
will get even worse.
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Conclusions
This study aimed to quantify the amount o f editorial content in mainstream daily
newspapers that is influenced by supermarket tabloids, and in doing so, perhaps better
define the relationship between these two kinds o f periodicals. In tracking the content o f
three supermarket tabloids and six daily newspapers for 26 weeks, more than 100 reports
in the mainstream daily newspapers were determined to have some sort o f tabloid
influence. Whether the stories dealt with actors assaulting celebrity photographers or
filing lawsuits against the tabloids, rumors o f actresses having eating disorders, or the
unveiling o f surgically altered noses, tabloid reports found their way into the mainstream
daily newspapers time and agam The supermarket tabloids definitely have some influence
on the content o f mainstream daily newspapers.
Yet, notably, this study reveals that this influence is remarkably small, and usually
is contained in pages the daily newspapers set aside specifically for news o f celebrities and
recognizable personalities. The tabloid influence amounts to mere paragraphs per week.
The Las Vegas Review-Joumal on average, had one tabloid-influenced report every 4.9
issues; the stories had an a v e rs e o f 7.2 paragraphs. Nearfy two-thirds o f those reports
appeared on the newspaper’s “People in the News” page. USA Today averaged one
tabloid-influenced report every 3.1 issues; the stories had an average o f 5.6 paragraphs.
Almost 80 percent o f those reports appeared on p% es dedicated to lighter, celebrityoriented coverage. The Reno Gazette-Joumal published only e%ht tabloid-infiuenced
reports during the research period, about one every three weeks, and those stories
averaged less than five paragraphs in length. Considering the typical daify newspaper has
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dozens o f pages o f reports every day, a few paragraphs per week are not a significant
portion o f total content.
Overall, the content o f supermarket tabloids and mainstream daily newspapers
proved quite different. The coverage o f the President Clinton-Monica Lewinsky affair and
the investigation into the slaying o f JonBenet Ramsey are indicative o f how the tabloids
and the mainstream daily newspapers can report on identical subjects, yet pursue
completely different aspects o f the story. The tabloids, although interested in the personal
lives o f prominent elected ofGcials, never reported on the decisions they made on behalf of
constituents. Stories o f the worldwide economic crisis o f 1998, o f the devastation o f
Hurricane Mitch, o f the terrorist bombings at U.S. Embassies in Tanzania and Kenya, and
o f the historic peace negotiations between Palestinians and Israel never appeared in the
tabloids, either. Movie and theater reviews, weather forecasts, election results, previews
o f sporting events, and stock reports were nowhere to be found in the tabloids. Similarly,
photographs o f actresses’ stomachs and accon^anying speculation o f pregnancies were
not reported in the mainstream media. Neither were pictures documentii% a celebrity’s
recent weight gain, nor weekly critiques o f dazzling or hideous celebrity fashion
statements. Those who talk or write o f the blurring line between tabloids and the
mainstream media probably have not taken the time to read a supermarket tabloid from
cover to cover. If they did, they would find the line is still quite distinguishable — the
mainstream media just step over it every once in a while, then quickly retreat.
It should be noted that while many mainstream daily newsp^jers dedicate a small
amount o f editorial space to reports on celebrities and recognizable personalities, tabloid
editors have yet to devote any amount o f space to more serious news o f politics.
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economics, or world affairs. Nor do the tabloids appear to have any interest in creating
“Serious News” pages within their periodicals.
The daily newspapers clearly are interested in providing a more diverse product,
one that informs, educates, and occasionally entertains or offers a slight esc^ x for
readers. In their attempt to appeal to a wider readership, daily newspaper editors must ask
themselves if it is w orth it to dedicate resources to put these lighter stories into print.
Each story, no m atter how short, has to be reported or copied off a wire service, and then
edited. A headline must be written, and then the story must be reread for potential
mistakes. As with entire columns, features, or pages dedicated to fluffy stories about
recognizable personalities and celebrities, newspapers must determine if these stories serve
their business interests and their readership better than stories about social, politicaL or
economic issues.
Nevada’s three largest daily newspapers were not immune to tabloid influence.
The Las Vegas Review-Joumal and the Las Vegas Sun have specific pages dedicated to
lighter stories and celebrity news. The Reno Gazette-Joumal has two columns that are not
solely devoted to news o f celebrities, but have the flexibility to include such stories if an
editor chooses. All three newsp^iers published a number o f follow-up and watchdog
stories during the research period, but the tabloid influence amounted to just a few
paragraphs per week, and almost all o f the reports came fiom wire services. Tabloidinfluenced reports appeared in the Las Vegas Review-Joumal and the Las Vegas Sun with
similar fi-equency, averaging one every 4.9 and 6.3 editions, respectivefy. The Reno
Gazette-Joumal bad significantly fewer tabloid-influenced reports than its southern
brethren, at one every 22.8 editions, but that figure may be attributable to the newspaper
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typically having fewer p ^ e s than the Las Vegas Review-Joumal and the Las Vegas Sun.
Supermarket tabloid influence on Nevada daily newspapers is not at all a journalistic crisis.
By raising awareness o f tabloid influence at the state’s largest newspapers, it is hoped that
this study will improve the quality o f journalism in Nevada and increase attention to the
significance of the issue in journalism education in the University and Community College
System o f Nevada.
Do these lighter stories help create a better-informed public? Probably not. Do
they play a crucial role in the decisions readers make during their daily lives? Probably
not. Do these celebrity-oriented reports contribute to self-government or fulfill the fi^ee
press’s responsibility as the Fourth Estate? Definitely not. But if these reports offer
readers enough reason to keep reading a newspaper, and not abandon it in favor o f
another publication or some other medium, then those readers invariably will be exposed
to other parts o f the newspaper that offer stories o f more substantial social value. And
that serves the public better than a newspaper that loses readers, loses its profitability, and
eventually closes its doors and shuts down its presses. Flowery human interest content
and sensational stories have proven to be quite effective in draw ù^ audiences — and
increasing profits — for news organizations, dating back to Benjamin Day’s Sun in the
1830s (Stephens, 1988); to William Randolph Hearst, Joseph Pulitzer and the advent of
yellow journalism at the turn o f the century (Bessie, 1969); to the introduction o f the
tabloid in the early 1900s (Stephens, 1988); all the way through to the 1990s and the
growth o f a national tabloid press (Gameau, 1996; Turner, 1998). The occasional
mainstream daify newspaper story with tabloid influence appears to be a necessary evil in
the competitive media marketplace.
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Limitations o f the Study
There are hundreds o f daily newspapers across the United States, and this study
surveyed but six o f them. While analyzing the Las Vegas Review -Joum al. the Las Vegas
Sun, and the Reno Gazette-Joum al provides a good journalistic sample from the state o f
Nevada, and studying three national newspapers like USA Todav. the New York Times.
and the Los Angeles Times evaluates editorial content available to the entire country, this
study is not representative o f media markets outside Nevada. Additional tabloid influence
might have been discovered if more daify newspapers were considered in the research.
This study evaluated the content o f only three weekly supermarket tabloids: the
National Enquirer, the & ar, and the Globe. Although these tabloids have the highest
circulations in their genre, other weekly tabloids, such as the National Examiner, the SUQ,
and the fiction-based Weekly World News, were not accounted for in this study.
Additional tabloid influence might have been discovered if more tabloid publications were
considered in the research.
This study documented the content o f three siperm arket tabloids at the start o f
each week, and compared the content o f the six daily newsp^)ers against it. For the
purposes o f gauging tabloid influence, the study assumed that each tabloid story was not
reported previously in any other form o f media. It is possible that a story credited to the
tabloids, such as Monica Lewinslqr’s use o f a cigar as a sexual prop, was first reported on
a television program, on the Internet, in a m agazine, or in a mainstream daify newspaper
not surveyed in this study.
Tabloid reports sometimes took weeks to find their way into the content o f the
mainstream daily newspapers. It is possible that some stories in the mainstream daify
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newspapers were influenced by tabloids but not documented as such in this study.
Because the survey o f daify newspapers began on Jufy 6,1998, and no tabloids were
surveyed prior to the July 14, 1998, editions, some stories from tabloid editions dated
July 7 and earlier might have influenced daily newspaper reports unbeknownst to the
researcher.
This study also makes the assumption that follow-up reports in mainstream daily
newspapers are a measure of tabloid influence. It can be argued that some o f the
mainstream daily newspaper reports that were judged to have tabloid influence would have
appeared in those newsp^)ers regardless o f yfoether they were first reported by tabloids.
For exan^le, the five details o f independent counsel Kenneth Starr’s report first published
by the tabloids were the only five follow-up reports found in the pages o f the New York
lim ss during the research period. The New York Times, along with the Las Vegas
RgvigwzjQHEoaL the Los Angeles Times, the Reno Gazette-Joumal and USA Todav.
published extensive excerpts o f Starr’s report coinciding with the report’s release to the
public, not in response to the tabloids’ reports. These reports might not be a mark o f
tabloid influence, despite their sensational qualities. Wire service and daOy newspaper
editors also may not be aware that a story that comes to their attention was reported
previously by the tabloid press. A story might have been taken fi-om a news release
already sent to a tabloid publication, or a publicist pitching a story idea already might have
made the same suggestion to a tabloid.

Recommendations for Future Research
For all the comment and concerns about tabloid press influence on the mainstream
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media, surprisingly little research has been conducted on the subject. This study used but
one method o f attemptii% to quantify this influence, focusing on how weekly supermarket
tabloids affect the editorial content o f mainstream daily newspapers. Many other methods
could be used to expand on this research or evaluate different aspects o f the issue.
Identical methods could be used to evaluate tabloid influence in other states or
more specific media markets. A new study also could focus on one mainstream daily
newspaper but incorporate more tabloids, such as the National Examiner and the Sun, into
the research to more thoroughly gauge tabloid influence. Further analysis could be
evaluated for statistical significance.
The mere presence o f sensational celebrity news in mainstream daily newspapers
could be a measure o f tabloid influence. As stated earlier in this thesis, many celebrity
reports appear in daily newspaper pages set aside specifically for that kind o f news, like
USA Today’s “People” page. Although many o f the reports on these pages have not
appeared in tabloids, research that documents the creation and growth o f these daily
newspaper features could indicate a rise in tabloid influence. By sifting through
newspaper archives fiom decades earlier, a study could track the amount o f celebrityoriented news and how it has been presented over the years. The research could focus on
whether these sections have grown in size and fioquency in recent years or remained
largely unchanged over time.
Media critics’ and scholars’ concerns about a blurring line between the tabloid
press and the mainstream media could be evaluated in a study that conpares the content o f
both genres against each other. This study focused exclusively on mainstream daily
newspaper reports that first appeared in or were influenced by supermarket tabloids. It
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ignored stories that first appeared in daily newspapers and later were reported by weekly
tabloids. Because the supermarket tabloids publish every week, as opposed to every day,
they cannot offer timely coverage on many stories. The conviction o f Mikael Markasev in
the shooting death o f Ennis Cosby, for example, was first reported by the mainstream daily
newspapers and fallowed by the tabloids. A more thorough examination of the content
crossover between both kinds o f periodicals would better define the relationship between
the two types o f media.
Additional research could focus on the perceptions tabloid and mainstream
journalists have o f each other. Many tabloid reporters believe they are in competition with
the mainstream media, and many journalists within the mainstream media want to distance
themselves and their work fi’o m tabloids as much as possible. This research has
documented crossover in the content o f supermarket tabloids and mainstream daily
newspapers, and it has documented a small level o f tabloid influence on the editorial
content o f six daily newspapers. Some o f this influence is acknowledged by mainstream
journalists, such as Los Angeles Times columnist Howard Rosenberg. Some o f it,
however, is swept under the rug. The Los Angeles Times’ August 14, 1998, story about
Paula Jones’ cosmetic surgery printed pictures o f Jones before and after the procedure,
but the newspaper removed credit to the National Enquirer from one o f the images and
6iled to mention the National Enquirer’s role in creating the story. It appeared the
newspaper was embarrassed to acknowledge a supermarket tabloid played a role in the
report. Surveying reporters’ and editors’ attitudes about tabloid influence and con^)aring
them against the findings o f this Study and future research could indicate unfounded
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perceptions and ignorance o f the relationship between weekly tabloids and daily
newspapers.
A thorough examination o f the ethical issues o f tabloid influence would be
beneficial to the body o f journalism research. Many media outlets and journalism
organizations have specific codes o f conduct th^r expect their employees or members to
obey. Investigating whether tabloid reporters operate under any codes o f conduct and
defining rules o f professional responsibility followed by mainstream journalists would
better define potential differences between the two types o f media. Defining codes o f
conduct and journalists’ expected behavior could help determine which conduct is truly
unethical and whether some negative perceptions o f tabloid journalists are rooted in bias
or documented criteria.
Finally, an analysis con^aring language used by the tabloid press and the
mainstream media, and defining sensational content, could determine whether one genre is
more lurid than the other.
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Date

Newspaper

Description

7/7/98

L.V. Review-Journal
30 par^raphs
Page 5B,
State, regional news

Mikael Maikhasev murder trial goes to jurors.
During closing arguments defense attorneys
address credibility o f witness Christopher So, who
stood to gain $100.000 from the National Enquirer
if Markhasev was convicted o f murdering Ennis
Cosby, the son o f entertainer Bill Cosby.

7/8/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
6 paragraphs
PageôA,
People in the News

Actor Antonio Banderas describes his hatred for
tabloids, saying gossip “hurts.”

7/8/98

Las Vegas Sun
1 parag r^h
Page 2A,
People in the News

Actor Antonio Banderas describes his hatred for
tabloids, saying gossip “hurts.”

7/8/98

Las Vegas Sun
2 paragraphs
Page 2A,
People in the News

Trial opens in celebrity photogr^her’s civil
lawsuit against actor Alec Baldwin for Baldwin’s
alleged assault on the man. On the witness stand,
Baldwin refers to the photographer as a “stalker.”

7/10/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
9 p a r^ r^ h s
Page 13B,
State, regional news

Christopher So, a witness in the Mikael Markhasev
murder trial, collects $100,000 check from the
National Enquirer after Markhasev was convicted
o f murdering Ennis Cosby, Bill Cosby’s son. So
led police to the murder weapon.

7/10/98

Las Vegas Sun
1 paragraph
Page 2A,
People in the News

At actor Alec Baldwin’s trial, celebrity
photogr^her’s attorney claims the photographer
had finished taking pictures o f Baldwin and was
leaving scene o f alleged assault v^dien Baldwin
attacked him.

7/10/98

La§ Vçgas Sm
5 paragraphs
Page 12B,
State, regional news

Christopher So, a witness in the Mikael Markhasev
murder trial, collects $100,000 check from the
National Enquirer after Markhasev was convicted
o f murdering Ennis Cosby, the son o f Bill Cosby.
So led police to the murder weapon.
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Date

Newspaper

Description

7/10/98

LQsAngçJçsTimçs

Christopher So, a witness in tte \fikael Markhasev
murder trial, collects $100,000 check from the
National Enquirer after Markhasev was convicted
o f murdering Ennis Cosby. So led police to the
murder weapon. The story dominated the page
layout and included a photograph of So wearing a
National Enquirer T-shirt and baseball cap.

10 paragraphs
Page 3B,
State, regional news

7/10/98

Los Angfks Times
14 paragraphs
Page SB,
State, regional news

7/13/98

Los Angeles Times
5 paragraphs
PageF2,
Liz Smith column

Trial progresses in a celebrity photographer’s
lawsuit against actor Alec Baldwin on allegations
Baldwin assaulted against the man. The story
dominated the page layout and included a
photograph o f the photographer.
Columnist Liz Smith addresses July 21, 1998,
National Enquirer article that insinuates actress Liv
Tyler destroyed the marriage o f actress Demi
Moore and actor Bruce Willis and that Tyler and
WDhs, co-stars in the summer movie
“Armageddon,” were having an affeir. Tyler’s
mother denies her daughter and Willis are anything
more than friends.

7/21/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
8 paragraphs
PageôA ,
People in the News

Actor Alec Baldwin is ordered to pay $4,500 in
damages to a celebrity photographer for assault.

7/21/98

Las Vçgas Swn

Actor Alec Baldwin is ordered to pay $4,500 in
damages to a celebrity photographer for assault.

1 paragraph
Page 2A,
People in the News
7/21/98

Lps /\ngeles Tiroes
18 paragraphs
Page 3B,
State, regional news

7/21/98

Reno Gazette-Joumal
3 p arag r^ h s
Page2A ,
Newsmakers briefe

Actor Alec Baldwin ordered to pay $4,500 in
damages to a celebrity photogrtq)her for assault.
The story dominated the page layout and ran with
two photographs.
Actor Alec Baldwin is ordered to pay $4,500 in
damages to a celebrity photogr^her for assault. A
photo o f Alec Baldwin ran with the story.
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Date

Newspaper

Description

8/17/98

Los Angeles Times
34 paragraphs
Page IF, jumps to
Page IIF
Calendar section

Television columnist Howard Rosenberg criticizes
mainstream television iKws and mainstream daily
new sp^iers for allowing the National Enquirer to
infiltrate their editorial content with the first
pictures o f Paula Jones’ surgrcally altered nose.
The story, appearing across the top o f the section
cover, included two color photographs o f Jones,
who was suing President Clinton for sexual
harassment. Chie photograph showed Jones before
the cosmetic surgery, and one showed her foce
after the procedure. The post-surgery photo
credited the National Enquirer in the top right
com er o f the image.

8/18/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
7 paragraphs
Page 10A,
People in the News

Actor Sean Penn is accused o f attacking a celebrity
video plmtographer.

8/18/98

Las Vçga5_Smi
1 paragraph
Page 2A,
People in the News

Actor Sean Penn is accused o f attacking a celebrity
video photogr^her.

8/18/98

Los Angeles Tiroes
1 paragnqjh
Page 2F,
Morning Report

Actor Sean Penn is accused o f attacking a celebrity
video photcgr^her.

8/19/98

USA Today
5 paragraphs
Page 2D,
People

Actor Sean Penn is accused o f attacking a celebrity
video photographer.

8/31/98

Las Vegas Sun
1 paragraph
Page 2A.
People in the News

The tabloid Star offers Monica Lewinsky $1
million for exclusive rights to her story about her
affair with President Clinton. Publisher Harper
Collins offers Lewinsky $2 million for a book deal.
National Enquirer editor Steve Coz savs his tabloid
made an offer to Lewinsky, but Coz said it wasn’t
worth as much because most details o f the affair
already had been leaked to the press.
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Date

Newspaper

Description

9/1/98

USA Today
12 paragraphs
Page 2D,
Jeannie Williams’
News & Views

Monica Lewinsky fields lucrative offers for the
rights to her story about her affair with President
Clinton. A $1 million offer fi*om the Star and
separate book deals are worth the most.

9/3/98

Las Vegas Sun
1 paragraph
Page 2A,
People in the News

Actor Arnold Schwarzenegger files a libel lawsuit
against the tabloid Globe seeking damages o f $50
million. An August 4, 1998, report in the Globe
said Schwarzengegger was a “ticking time bomb”
because o f heart problems. The tabloid story had
large headline on cover: “Amie’s heart crisis.”

9/3/98

Reno Gazette-Joumal
1 paragraph
Page IB,
Etc. News & Notes

Actor Arnold Schwarzenegger files a libel lawsuit
against the tabloid Globe seeking damages o f $50
million. An August 4, 1998, report in the Globe
said Schwarzengegger was a “ticking time bomb”
because o f heart problems. The tabloid story had
large headline on cover: “Amie’s heart crisis.”

9/3/98

USA Today
I paragraph
Page 2D,
People

Actor Arnold Schwarzenegger files a libel lawsuit
against the tabloid Globe seeking damages o f $50
million. An August 4, 1998, report in the Globe
said Schwarzengegger was a “ticking time bomb”
because o f heart problems. The tabloid story had
large headline on coven “Amie’s heart crisis.”

9/10/98

Los Angeles Times
17 paragraphs
Page 5E,
Calendar section,
publishing colunrn

Circulations o f supermarket tabloids are declining
despite intense coverage o f Monica Lewinsky’s
affair with President Clinton. The column
addresses the tabloids’ lack o f cover%e during the
initial stages o f independent counsel Kenneth
Starr’s investigation and more intense coverage
dealing with specific details o f the sexual
relationship between Clinton and Lewinsky. The
Globe is not pursuing the story as aggressively as
the Star and the N ational Enquirer, the column
says.

9/24/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
6 paragraphs
Page7E,
Television listings

“Charmed” co-star Alyssa Milano says she and costar Shannen Doherty have a special bond because
o f the visibility they share in the media and
tabloids. Milano believes the tabloids have pursued
her more aggressively than Doherty.
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Newspaper

Description

9/28/98

Los Angeles Times
28 paragraphs
Page IF,
Calendar section

Television columnist Howard Rosenberg criticizes
television and print tabloid media cover%e o f the
JonBenet Ramsey slaying. Rosenberg cites a Globe
report that JonBenet’s bed-wetting caused her
mother, Patsy, to go berserk. Rosenberg calls the
tabloid coverage “vile,” but says it has managed to
penetrate the mainstream media anyway. The story
appears vertically in the right column o f the section
cover.

10/3/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
Standalone photo
Page 11 A,
People in the News

Photograph o f actor Liam Neeson and actress
Natasha Richardson. The caption says the married
couple collected an $85,000 libel settlement from a
British tabloid that reported their marriage was a
sham and that Richardson had fifed for divorce
from Neeson.

10/3/98

Los Angeles Times
1 paragraph
P%e 2F,
Morning Report

Actor Liam Neeson and actress Natasha
Richardson collect an $85,000 libel settlement
firom a British tabloid that reported their marriage
was a sham and that Richardson had filed for
divorce from Neeson.

10/6/98

USA Today
1 paragraph
Page 2D,
People

Actor Liam Neeson and actress Natasha
Richardson collect an $85,000 libel settlement
firom a British tabloid that reported their marriage
was a sham and that Richardson had filed for
divorce from Neeson.

10/6/98

Los Angeles Times
1 p ar^rap h
Page 2D,
Liz Smith column

Actor Ron Silver denies he and actress Kirstie
Alley are feuding on the set o f the NBC-TV
situation comedy “Veronica’s Closet.” Stories o f a
volatile relationship between the two were
reported in the October 6,1998, editions o f the
Ster and the National Enquirer.

10/9/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
8 paragraphs
Page 8B,
State, regional news

A Boulder, Colorado, photographer’s libel lawsuit
against John Ramsey, the father o f slain 6-year-old
JonBenet Ramsey, claims John R am s^ told the
National Enquirer in 1997 that he believed the
photogr^her, Stephen Nfiles, killed JonBenet.
Stories in the National Enquirer also portrayed
Nfiles as a pedophile. John Ramsey’s attorneys said
Ramsey never spoke to the National Enquirer.
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Date

Newspaper

Description

10/9/98

USA Todav
2 paragraphs
Page 3E,
This Just In

A publicist for the late actress Mary Fraim denies
reports in the October 13, 1998, editions o f the
Globe and the National Enquirer that extreme
dieting and diet pills caused Frann’s death. Frann’s
autopsy results had not been released yet.

10/13/98

Reno Gazette-Joumal
3 paragraphs
Page ID ,
Etc. News & Notes

ABC News interviewer Barbara W alters denies an
October 6, 1998, report in the Star that said she
and U.S. Sen. John Wamer, a Virginia Republican,
planned to marry. Walters says she never intents to
marry again. Story included a small photograph o f
Walters.

10/14/98

USA Today
1 paragraph
Page 2D,
Jeannie WOliams’
News & Views

ABC News interviewer Barbara W alters tells the
television program “The View” that she is not
engaged to U.S. Sen. John W amer. The October 6,
1998, edition o f the Star reported the two planned
to marry.

10/20/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
2 paragraphs
Page 12A,
People in the News

Actress Calista Flockhart hires a new publicist to
debunk reports o f rumors that she has an eating
disorder and is in poor health. The September 29,
1998. edition o f the Globe first reported that
Flockhart’s fiiends were concerned she suffered
from an eating disorder.

10/21/98

Los Angeles Times
37 paragraphs
Page lA , jumps to
Page llA
Front news section

In-depth report says intense media coverage o f
scandals polarizes Americans, discourages
thoughtful discourse, and erodes culture. The story
includes photograph o f four mainstream daily
newspapers with front-page coverage o f President
Clinton’s affair with Monica Lewinsky, contrasted
with four tabloids and their front-page coverage of
the scandal.

10/21/98

USA Today
8 paragraphs
Page ID ,
Robert Blanco’s
Television News &
Views

Commentary on issues surrounding actress Calista
Flockhart’s weight and her image to other women.
The column addresses the “nastiest speculation” o f
supermarket tabloid reports. The story appears
across bottom o f the cover o f the Life features
section with a color photograph o f Flockhart.
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Date

Newspaper

Description

10/28/98

USA Todav
3 paragraphs
Page 2D,
People

Actress Nicole Kidman and actor Tom Cruise say
th ^ will sue the next tabloid that reports rumors
that Cruise is gay.

10/29/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
4 paragraphs
Page 16A,
People in the News

ABC Sports announcer Frank Gifferd makes his
first public comments about his infidelity on
CNN’s “Larry King Live.” The details o f Gifford’s
infidelity were first reported by the Globe in 1997.

10/29/98

Tos Anyeles Times
1 p ar^ rap h
Page 2D,
Morning report

A forthcoming edition o f People magazine will
publish an interview with actress Calista Flockhart
in which she says she is not too thin. The
September 29,1998, edition o f the Globe first
reported that Flockhart’s fiiends think she is too
thin and that she may suffer from an eating
disorder.

10/29/98

USA Today
9par% raphs
Page 2D,
People

A forthcoming edition o f People magazine will
publish interview with actress Calista Flockhart in
which she says she is not too thin. Flockhart also
criticizes “societal obsession about n y physical
appearance.” The September 29, 1998, edition o f
the Globe first reported that Flockhart’s fiiends
were afiaid she suffered firom an eatii% disorder.
The story, which includes a photograph o f
Flockhart, also reports that actress K ^ e n
Johnson o f NBC-TV’s “3"* Rock from the Sun” is
unhappy with tabloid reports that call her fot.

10/29/98

USA Todav
5 paragraphs
Page 2D,
Jeannie VTUiams’
News & Views

ABC Sports announcer Frank GiGferd makes his
first public comments about his infidelity on
CNN’s “Larry King Live.” The story o f his
infidelity was reported by the Globe in 1997.
Gifford called the Globe report a “setup.”

10/30/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
3 paragraphs
Page22A ,
People in the News

Actor Tom Cruise and actress Nicole Kidman
accept a financial settlement and an apology from a
British tabloid for its report that Cruise is gay,
impotent, sterile, and that the coiq)le’s marriage is
a sham. A small photo o f Cruise was included in
the story.
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Date

Newspaper

Description

10/30/98

Las Vegas Sun
6 paragraphs
Page lOB,
Flip Side

A forthcoming edition ofPeople magazine will
publish interview with actress Calista Flockhart in
which she says she is not too thin. Flockhart also
denies having an eating disorder and says media
attention and gossip about her physical appearance
is “hurtful.” The September 29, 1998, edition o f
the Globe first reported that Flockhart’s fiiends
worried that she suffered from an eating disorder.
The story included a small color photograph o f
Flockhart.

10/30/98

Los Angeles Times
2 paragraphs
Page 2D,
Liz Smith column

Nancy Sinatra insists she and her family support
Frank Sinatra Jr.’s marriage and says she is
planning a reception for her brother and his new
bride. The November 3, 1998, edition o f the
National Enquirer reported the Sinatra familv was
angry that the couple eloped, and that Nancy
Sinatra boycotted a reception as a resuk.

11/2/98

Lqs Angçlç? T bpç§
5 paragraphs
Page 2D,
Liz Smith column

Column addressing the health o f actress Sophia
Loren reprints the headline fi-om the Globe’s
November 10,1998, edition: “Is Sophia Loren
Dying?” Contrary to reports in the November 10,
1998, Globe and Star. Loren’s doctor says rumors
o f Loren’s poor health are untrue and that she is in
good health.

11/3/98

Los AngçIçs.Timçs
28 paragraphs
Page 3A,
junq)s to Page 8A,
Front news section

The California Supreme Court upholds a $1.175
million libel judgment against the Globe for
defaming a Bakersfield, California, farmer. The
Globe was accused o f repeating a book’s fidse
claim that the farmer was the real assassin o f New
Yoric SerL Robert F. Kennedy. The original Globe
story was published in 1989.

11/3/98

USA-Today
1 paragraph
Page 2D,
People

Criticizing reports in the November 10, 1998,
Globe and Star, a fiiend o f actress Sophia Loren
denies the stories that say Loren is dying.

11/10/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
3 paragraphs
Page 8A,
People in the News

Singer Michael Jackson settles a lawsuit with the
London tabloid The Mirror regarding 1992 reports
that cosmetic surgery disfigured his face.
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Date

Newspaper

Description

11/10/98

Las Vegas Sun
1 paragraph
Page 8B,
Flip Side

Singer Nfichael Jackson settles a lawsuit with the
London tabloid The Nfirror regarding 1992 reports
that cosmetic surgery disfigured his face.

11/10/98

Los Angeles Times
I paragraph
Page 2D,
Morning Report

Singer hCchael Jackson settles a lawsuit with the
London tabloid The \firro r regarding 1992 reports
that cosmetic surgery disfigured his face.

11/10/98

USA Todav
1 paragraph
Page 3D,
People

Singer Michael Jackson settles a lawsuit with the
London tabloid The Mirror regarding 1992 reports
that cosmetic surgery disfigured his face.

11/12/98

New York Times
25 paragraphs
Page4A,
Front news section

Tabloids and sensational media are outing
homosexuals in British government. The story ran
with a photograph o f four British tabloids.

11/12/98

U§&To<ky
1 paragraph
Page ID,
Lifeline briefa

Monica Lewmsky and her family are having run-ins
with the tabloid media and the public while dining
out in New York. The story ran w ith a color
photograph credited to Globe Photos Inc.

11/19/98

USA Todav
3 paragraphs
Page 2D,
Jeannie Williams’
News & Views

National Enquirer editor Steve Coz reports the
periodical’s circulation is down, but he mamtains
he has a recovery plan. Coz defends coverage o f
Chelsea Clinton’s reaction to the Starr
investigation o f her father. President Clinton,
sayii% Chelsea is no longer a little girl and is a
legitimate public figure.

11/20/98

Las Vegas Sun
4 paragraphs
Page 14B,
Flip Side

Prince Charles is angry that the London tabloid
The Mirror printed a storv about Prince Harrv
sustaining an injury while playing youth sports.

11/27/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
5 paragraphs
Page lOB,
People in the News

Singer Celine Dion sues a French tabloid for
invasion o f privacy over a story that suggested she
is unable to have a child.
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11/27/98

Las Vegas Sun
5 paragraphs
Page 16B,
Flip Side

Singer Celine Dion sues a French tabloid for
invasion o f privacy over story that suggested she is
unable to have a child.

11/28/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
8 paragraphs
Page 12D,
People in the News

California Republican Rep. Mary Bono, widow o f
singer and former Rep. Sonny Bono, expresses
regrets over telling reporters about her deceased
husband’s problems with prescription drugs. After
TV Guide published the storv. Marv Bono relates
that she has been called by all media outlets,
including the National Enquirer.

12/1/98

USA Toîtey
4 paragraphs
Page 2D,
People

Singer Mick Jagger and his wife, model Jerry HalL
reportedly spend the weekend together despite
tabloid reports that Jagger had an extramarital
relationslup with a Brazilian model and that his
marriage to Hall was over.

12/7/98

U S A .lQ d ^
5 paragnqjhs
Page 2D,
People

During an appearance on the ABC News program
“20/20,” actor Michael J. Fox thanks tabloids for
not publishing a story about his battle to overcome
Parkinson’s disease. National Enquirer editor
Steve Coz states that the tabloid did not run the
story as a favor to Fox and his family.

12/7/98

USA Todsy
9 paragraphs
Page 3D,
Inside TV w ith Peter
Johnson

A producer o f ABC newsmagazine “20/20” denies
a report and photogrzq)h in the Star that insinuated
he has a romantic relationship with Monica
Lewinsky.

12/11/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
4 paragraphs
Page IOC,
People in the News

A photographer is arrested for intercepting a
telephone conversation between actor Tom Cruise
and his wife, actress Nicole Kidman. The
photogr^her sold the story to a London tabloid,
then the story was published in the June 30, 1998,
edition o f the Globe. The Globe denies doing
anything illegal in running the story.
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12/11/98

Las Vggas S.HB
8 paragraphs
Page 20B,
Flip Side

A photographer is arrested for intercepting a
telephoiK conversation between actor Tom Cruise
and his wife, actress Nicole Kidman. The
photographer sold the story to a London tabloid,
then the story was published in the June 30, 1998,
edition o f the Globe. The Globe denies doing
anything illegal in running the story. The story
included a color photograph o f Cruise.

12/16/98

New York Times
20 paragraphs
Page 18A,
Front news section

The investigation o f slain child beauty queen
JonBenet Ramsey is moving forward, but at a very
slow pace. Two photographs ran with the story.
The article, the lead story in the national news
section, addresses how the tabloid coverage o f the
R am s^ case had decreased since Monica
Lewinsky’s affair with President Clinton became
news.

12/31/98

Las Vegas Sun
4 paragraphs
Page lOB,
Flip Side

A federal appellate court reinstates Kato Kaehn’s
libel lawsuit against the National Examiner over
the October 1995 cover headline “Cops Think
Kato Did It!” Kaelin was a house guest of O.J.
Sin^son when Sinqjson’s former wife and a friend
o f hers were slam, but the story did not refer to the
slayings. Kaelin claimed in his lawsuit that a
reference to the slayings could be inferred from the
headline.

1/1/99

L.V. Review-Joumal
5 paragraphs
Page IOC,
People in the News

A federal judge refuses to stop the National
Enquirer from reporting that the Globe paid fl%ht
attendant Suzen Johnson $250,000 to set up Frank
Gifford in a 1997 extramarital tryst. The Globe
argued that it had exclusive rights to Johnson’s
story.
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Newspaper
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8/14/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
Color photograph
Page lA ,
Front page

A color photograph o f Paula Jones, about 2 inches
by 2 inches, appears in the top-left corner o f the
front page to refer readers to a story on Page 12C
about cosmetic surgery on Jones’ nose.

8/14/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
19 paragraphs
Page 12C,
People in the News

Paula Jones has cosmetic surgery to reduce the
size o f her nose. The story includes tw o color
photogr^hs; one o f Jones before the surgery and
one o f Jones after the procedure. The story
describes how the National Enquirer reached an
agreement with ABC News’ “PrimeTime Live” to
broadcast iim%es o f Jones’ new nose as advance
publicity for more pictures and an interview with
Jones in the August 25, 1998, edition o f the
tabloid. The pictures that appeared in the ReviewJoumal were taken by the Associated Press fiom a
television screen durii% the “PrimeTime Live”
broadcast. In the top-right comer o f the post
surgery picture, the National Enquirer is given
credit by ABC, and the credit is clearly visible in
the newspaper photo.

8/14/98

Las Vegas Sun
1 paragraph
Page 2A
People in the News

Paula Jones has cosmetic surgery to reduce the
size o f her nose. The story includes tw o
photographs: one o f Jones before the surgery and
one o f Jones after the procedure. The story makes
no mention o f the roles o f the National Enquirer or
“PrimeTime Live,” but ABC’s National Enquirer
credit is clearly visible in the post-surgery image.

8/14/98

Los Angeles Times
5 paragraphs
Page 9A
Front news section

Paula Jones has cosmetic surgery to reduce the
size o f her nose. The story includes tw o
photographs: one o f Jones before the surgery and
one o f Jones after the procedure. The story makes
no mention o f roles o f the roles o f the National
Enquirer or “PrimeTime Live,” and ABC’s
National Enquirer credit is cut out o f the post
surgery image.
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8/14/98

USA Today
Standalone photos
Page 2D,
People

Two photographs o f Paula Jones are published
with a caption that describes her cosmetic surgery
to reduce the size o f her nose. One picture is o f
Jones before the surgery and one is a post-surgery
image. The story makes no mention o f the roles o f
the National Enquirer or “PrimeTime Live.” but
ABC’s National Enquirer credit is clearlv visible in
the post-surgery image.

8/21/98

USA.Ioday
1 paragraph
Page 2D,
People

Actor Dean Cain and country music singer Mindy
McCready have broken up. The story includes a
small photo o f Cain. The story was first reported in
the August 25, 1998, edition o f the Globe.

8/26/98

USA Todav
21 par^raphs
Page 3D,
Life section features

Actress Camryn Manheim, a star in ABC’s legal
drama “The Practice,” discusses the importance o f
her role as an overweight woman who has self
esteem and has romantic relationships with men.
The feature included a photo o f Manheim. The
story was first reported in the September 1, 1998,
edition o f the Globç-

8/27/98

USA Today
5 paragraphs
Page 2D,
Jeannie WOliams’
News & Views

Actor Don Johnson delays his wedding. The story
was first reported in the September 1, 1998,
edition o f the Globe.

8/30/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
17 paragraphs
Page 24A
News features

As part o f a package o f stories on the first
anniversary o f Princess Diana’s death, this story
focuses on the flaws o f the French investigation
into the car accident that killed her. The report
addresses rumors that the M ercedes she was riding
in had faulty brakes. The story included a photo o f
the mangled Mercedes. A story about rumors o f
faulty bakes was first reported in the August 25,
1998, edition o f the Star.
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9/1/98

USA Today
37 paragraphs
Page ID, jumps
to Page 2D,
Life section cover
story

Country music singer Alan Jackson overcomes
struggles with depression after nearly losing his
marriage. The story emphasizes the significance of
the song “I’ll Go On Loving You” as a gesture o f
reconciliation to his wife. The story was first
reported in the September 8, 1998, edition o f the
Globe.

9/8/98

Log Angolos Timos
3 paragraphs
P% e 2E,
Liz Smith column

Actress Elizabeth Taylor is suffering firom a variety
o f ailnœnts as she attenqjts to regain a public life,
but her friendship with actor Rod Steiger is a
strength fi>r her. The story was first reported in the
September 15, 1998. edition o f the Globe.

9/10/98
1 paragraph
Page 2D,
.Teannie Williams’
News & Views

Actor Leonardo DiCaprio has knee surgery. The
story was first reported in the September 15, 1998.
edition o f the Star.

9/12/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
19 paragraphs
Page 3A
Front news section

Report from independent counsel Kenneth Starr
reveals Monica Lewinsky was in love with
President Clinton and that she thought Clinton
loved her. This detail was first reported in the
September 1, 1998, edition o f the Star. The report
also mentions a personal classified ad Lewinsky
placed in the Washington Post as a Valentine’s
Day gift in 1997. This detail was first reported in
the September 8, 1998. edition o f the National
E nquna.

9/12/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts fr-om special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Monica Lewinsky was in love with President
Clinton and that she thought Clinton loved her as
welL This detail was first reported in the
September 1, 1998, edition o f the Star.
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9/12/98

Lr.y, Rçvkwjpvffnal
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts from special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Lewinsky placed a personal classified ad in the
Washington Post as a Valentine’s Dav gift to the
president in 1997. This detail was first reported in
the September 8. 1998. edition o f the National
Enquirer.

9/12/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts from special section details^ Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Lewinsky used a c%ar as a sexual prop before
Clinton put the cigar in his mouth. This detail was
first reported in the September 8, 1998, edition o f
theS îai.

9/12/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts fi-om special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Lewinsky thought the president would leave his
wifo at the end o f his second term to be with
Lewinsky. This detail was first reported in the
September 1, 1998, edition o f the Star.

9/12/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts firom special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Clinton staff member Harold Ickes and a Secret
Service agent once interrupted a sexual liaison
between Lewinsky and the president. This detail
was first reported in the August 18, 1998, edition
of the Star.

9/12/98

New York Times
1 paragraph
Special section that
includes full text o f
Starr report

Excerpts from special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Monica Lewinslqr was in love with President
Clinton and that she thought Clinton loved her as
well This detail was first reported in the
September 1, 1998, edition o f the Star.

9/12/98

New York Times
1 paragraph
Special section that
includes full text o f
Starr report

Excerpts fix>m special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Lewinsky placed a personal classified ad in the
Washington Post as a Valentine’s Dav gift to the
president in 1997. This detail was first reported in
the September 8,1998, edition o f the N ^ o n al
Enquirer.
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9/12/98

New Yoric Times
1 paragraph
Special section that
includes full text o f
Starr report

Excerpts from special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Lewinsky used a cigar as a sexual prop before
Clinton put the cigar in his mouth. This detail was
first reported in the September 8, 1998, edition o f
the Star.

9/12/98

New York Times
1 paragraph
Special section that
includes full text o f
Starr report

Excerpts fiom special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Lewinsky thought the president would leave his
wife at the end o f his second term to be with
Lewinsky. This detail was first reported in the
September 1, 1998, edition o f the Star.

9/12/98

New York Times
I p ar^rap h
Special section that
includes full text o f
Starr report

Excerpts fiom special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Clinton staff member Harold Ickes and a Secret
Service agent once interrupted a sexual liaison
between Lewinsky and the president. This detail
was first reported in the August 18, 1998, edition
o f the Star.

9/12/98

Los Angeles Times
142 paragraphs
Page lA jum ps to
P% es 22A 23 A 24A
Front news section

This in-depth story recounted the romantic
relationship between Monica Lewinsky and
President Clinton, as reported by independent
counsel Kenneth Starr. The story deta^ed most o f
the sexual encounters between the two. The story
reported that Lewinsky was in love with Clinton
and that she thought Clinton loved her as welL
This detail was first reported in the September 1,
1998, edition o f the Star. The story also recounts
how Clinton staff member Iforold Ickes and a
Secret Service agent once interrupted a sexual
liaison between Lewinsky and the president. This
detail was first reported in the August 18, 1998,
edition o f the Star. Also, Lewinsky thought the
president would leave his wife at the end o f his
second term to be w ith Lewinsky. This detail was
first reported in the September I, 1998, edition o f
theSîa:-
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9/12/98

Reno Gazette-Joumal
I paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts from special section detailing Starr's
report to the U.S. House of Representatives show
Lewinsky thought the president would leave his
wife at the end o f his second term to be with
Lewinsky. This detail was first reported in the
September 1, 1998, edition o f the Star.

9/12/98

Reno Gazette-Joumal
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts fix>m special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House of Representatives show
Lewinsky used a cigar as a sexual prop before
Clinton put the cigar in his mouth. This detail was
first reported in the September 8, 1998, edition o f
the Star.

9/13/98

Los Angoks Timos
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts from special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Lewinsky used a cigar as a sexual prop before
Clinton put the cigar in his mouth. This detail was
first reported in the September 8, 1998, edition o f
the Star.

9/13/98

Los Angeles Times
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts fix>m special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House of Representatives show
Lewinsky thought the president would leave his
wife at the end o f his second term to be with
Lewinsky. This detail was first reported in the
September 1, 1998, edition o f the Star.

9/13/98

Los Angeles Times
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts fix>m special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Clinton staff member Harold Ickes and a Secret
Service agent once interrupted a sexual liaison
between Lewinsky and the president. This detail
was first reported in the August 18, 1998, edition
o f the Star.

9/13/98

Los Angeles Times
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts fix>m special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Monica Lewinslqr was in love with President
Clinton and that she thought Clinton loved her as
well. This etail was first reported in the September
1, 1998, edition o f the Star.
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9/14/98

USA Todav
1 paragraph
Special section o f
Starr report excerpts

Excerpts from special section detailing Starr’s
report to the U.S. House o f Representatives show
Lewinsky used a cigar as a sexual prop before
Clinton put the cigar in his mouth. This detail was
first reported in the September 8,1998, edition o f
the Slat-

9/15/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
7 paragraphs
Page lO A
People in the News

In a preview o f the October 1998 edition o f Good
Housekeeping. NBC News anchor Katie Couric
discusses the January death o f her husband. Jay
Monohan, and how she hopes her five-part report
on colon cancer will get people talking about the
disease. The story was first reported in the
September 22, 1998, editions o f the Star and the
Globe.

9/15/98

Las Vegas Sun
1 paragraph
Page 2A,
People in the News

In a preview o f the October 1998 edition o f Good
Housekeeping. NBC News anchor Katie Couric
discusses the January death o f her husband. Jay
Monohan, and how she hopes her five-part report
on colon cancer will get people talking about the
disease. The story was first reported in the
September 22, 1998, editions o f the Star and the
Globe.

9/15/98

Reno Gazette-Joumal
6 paragraphs
Page 1C,
Etc. News & Notes

In a preview o f the October 1998 edition o f Good
Housekeeping. NBC News anchor Katie Couric
discusses the January death o f her husband. Jay
Monohan, and how she hopes her five-part report
on colon cancer will get people talking about the
disease. The story was first reported in the
September 22, 1998, editions o f the Star and the
Globe.

9/17/98
10 par% raphs
Page 3D,
Life section features

NBC News anchor Katie Couric discusses the
January death o f her husband. Jay Monohan, and
how she hopes her five-part report on colon cancer
will get people talking about the disease. The
report does not mention the Good Housekeeping
interview. The story was first reported in the
September 22, 1998, editions o f the S tg and the

Globe.
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9/22/98

Reno Gazette-Joumal
20 paragraphs
Page I K
Front news section

Independent counsel Kenneth Starr’s report to the
U.S. House o f Representatives shows Monica
Lewinsky was in love with President Clinton and
that she thought Clinton loved her as well. This
detail was first reported in the September 1, 1998,
edition o f the Star.

9/30/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
3 paragraphs
Page lOA
People in the News

“The Drew Carey Show” co-star Kathy Kinney
describes her struggles with obesity and how she
finally gained self-confidence as a woman. The
story is credited to the September 26-27,1998,
edition o f USA Weekend, but it also appeared in
the October 6. 1998. edition o f the Glçhç.

10/1/98

Las Vegas Sun
1 paragraph
Page 2A
People in the News

Chastity Bono talks o f her falling out with her
father, former entertainer and U.S. Rep. Sonity
Bono. Chastity Bono says they couldn’t heal their
rift before he died in a skiing accident. The report
is attributed to the October 13, 1998. edition o f
The Advocate, but it was first reported in the
October 6. 1998. edition o f the National Enquirer.

10/1/98

USA Today
1 paragraph
Page 3D,
Jeannie Williams’
News & Views

Actor Roddy McDowall receives support fi’om
many old fiiends in Hollywood since his brain
cancer diagnosis. Actress Elizabeth Taylor, one o f
his closest fiiends, is always near his side. The
story was first reported in the October 6, 1998,
editions o f the Star, the Globe, and the National
Ehqvirçr.

10/2/98

USA Today
1 paragraph
Page 3E,
People

Actress Tea Leoni is pregnant by her husband,
actor David Duchovny, and their baby is expected
to arrive in the spring. The story was first reported
in the October 6.1998. edition of the National
Enquire-

10/2/98

USA Todav
2 paragraphs
Page 3E,
Jeannie Williams’
News & Views

Actor Kelsey Grammer talks about a 1970sthemed birthday party he threw for his wife,
Camille. The story was first reported in the
September 29, 1998, editions o f the Star and the
Globe.
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10/4/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
3 paragraphs
P% e 18B,
People in the News

Fomœr televangelist Jim Bakker, divorced from
Tam ny Fae Bakker, remarries. The story was first
reported in the September 22, 1998, editions o f the
Star, the Globe, and the National Enquirer.

10/7/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
7 paragraphs
Page 9E,
Television listings

Rumors say actress Calista Flockhart is in poor
health. The story cites a WCBS-TV report that
Flockhart is in treatment for anorexia. Flockhart
denies she is in poor health or undergoing
treatment for any eating disorder, and the Fox
network denies that production o f her show. “Ally
McBeal,” has stopped. Rumors o f Flockhart’s
poor health were first reported in the September
29, 1998, edition o f the Globe.

10/8/98

USA Todav
Photograph
Page lA
Front news page

In the Newsline section o f the newspaper’s fiont
page, a 1 paragraph summary referring to a story
about Paula Jones on Page 6A includes a color
photograph o f Jones after plastic surgery reduced
the size o f her nose. The photograph originally
appeared in the August 25, 1998, edition o f the
National Enquirer. In small type below the
photograph, USA Today gives credit to the
National Enquirer.

10/21/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
4 paragraphs
Page 5A
People in the News

About four months ago, actor-comedian Jerry
Seinfeld began dating Jessica Sklar immediately
after the New York woman returned from her
honeymoon with new husband Eric Nederlander.
Nederlander coixiemns the behavior o f Seinfeld
and Sklar and says he plans to divorce Sklar. The
story was attributed to reports by the New York
first reported in the October 27, 1998, edition of
the National Enquirer.
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10/21/98

Las Vegas Sun
5 paragraphs
Page 8B,
Flip Side

About four months ago, actor-comedian Jerry
Seinfold began dating Jessica Sklar immediately
after the New York woman returned from her
honeymoon with new husband Eric Nederlander.
Nederlander condemns the behavior o f Seinfold
and Sklar and says he plans to divorce Sklar. The
report includes color photograph o f Seinfeld. The
story was attributed to reports by the New York
Post and the New York Daily News, but it was
first reported in the October 27, 1998, edition o f
the National Hr

10/21/98

Reno Gazette-Joumal
4 paragraphs
Page2A.
Newsmakers briefe

About four months ago, actor-comedian Jerry
Seinfeld began dating Jessica Sklar immediately
after the New York woman returned fi’om her
honeymoon with new husband Eric Nederlander.
Nederlander condemns the behavior o f Seinfeld
and Sklar and says he plans to divorce Sklar. The
story was attributed to reports by the New York
Post and the New York Dailv News, but it was
first reported in the October 27, 1998, edition o f
the National Enquirer.

10/21/98

USA Todav
7 paragraphs
Page 2D,
People

About four months ago, actor-comedian Jerry
Seinfeld began dating Jessica Sklar immediately
after the New Yoric woman returned fiom her
honeymoon with new husband Eric Nederlander.
Nederlander condemns the behavior o f Seinfeld
and Sklar and says he plans to divorce Sklar. The
story was attributed to reports by the New York
Post and the New York Daily News, but it was
first reported in the October 27, 1998, edition o f
the National Enquirer.

10/26/98

USA Todav
1 paragraph
Page 2D,
People

A short story accon^anies a photo o f actress
Lauren Holly and her new boyfriend, Todd
Gustawes, attending a fimd-raiser for California
Sen. Barbara Boxer. A story o f Holly and
Gustawes’ blooming relationship was first reported
in the November 3, 1998, editions o f the National
Enquirer and the Globe.
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10/28/98

USA Ipd ay
7 paragraphs
Page 2D,
People

Teen-ager Athina Roussel, the sole heir to the
fortune o f Aristotle Onassis, tells ABC News’
“20/20” that she just wants to be a normal girL
The report also will detail her Other’s battles with
the foimdation that manages her wealth. The story
was first reported in the November 3, 1998,
edition o f the Star.

10/29/98

Las Vegas Sun
15 paragraphs
Page 6E,
Features and
entertainment news

Actress Calista Flockhart’s skinny figure and the
thin appearances o f actresses including Lara Flynn
Boyle, Courteney Cox, and Helen Hunt, have a
potentially negative effect on young women. The
story describes Hollywood’s obsession with losing
weight and includes a photograph o f Flockhart. A
report saying Flockhart’s fiiends feared she was
underweight was first reported in the September
29,1998, edition o f the Globe, and stories on
Hollywood demanding thin actresses and the
negative effect it has on young women was first
reported in the October 27,1998, editions o f the
Slai and the National F.nquirer The Las Vegas
Sun story specifically mentions the Star and
National Enquirer reports.

11/2/98

USA la d a y
10 paragraphs
Page 2D,
People

Singer George Michael’s new music video,
“Outside,” parodies his arrest for lewd conduct in
a public restroom and depicts police officers
engaging in homosexual behavior. The report
includes a photograph o f NfichaeL The story was
first reported in the October 27, 1998, editions o f
the Globe and the National Enquirer.

11/3/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
5 paragraphs
Page 10A,
People in the News

Singer George Michael’s new music video,
“Outside,” parodies his arrest for lewd conduct in
a public restroom and depicts police officers
engaging in homosexual behavior. The story was
first reported in the October 27, 1998, editions o f
the Globe and the National Enquirer.

11/5/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
5 paragraphs
P% e 20A,
People in the News

Following a report in the October 27, 1998, Globe.
this article states that some historians and
genealogists believe that Prince Charles is a distant
relative o f Count Dracula.
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Date

Newspaper

Description

11/5/98

USA Today
1 paragraph
Page 2D,
People

“Maggie Winters” co-star Alex Capp Homer once
dated New York’s preppie killer. The report was
attributed to television’s “Entertainment Tonight,”
but the story first appeared in the November 3,
1998. edition o f the Globe.

11/9/98

Los Angeles Times
8 paragraphs
P%e 2D.
Irene Lasher’s
Out & About column

Following a November 17, 1998, report in the
National Enquirer, this storv profiles the man who
owns the “Wizard o f
character Cowardly
Lion’s costume and other Hollywood memorabilia.

11/13/98

USA Today
14 paragraphs
Page 4E,
Jeanne WiHaims’
News & Views

Roseanne decides to dedicate an episode o f her
talk show to finding husbands for her daughters.
The story was first reported in the November 17,
1998. edition o f the National Enquirer.

11/17/98

USA Today
1 paragraph
Page ID,
Lifeline briefe

Actress Jeri Ryan files for divorce fi’om her
husband. The story was first reported in the
November 24. 1998. edition o f the National
Enquirer. A color photo o f Rvan accompanied the
brief.

11/18/98

USA Today
1 p arag r^h
Page 2D,
Jeannie Williams’
News & Views

Ted Turner acknowledges that he and wife, actress
Jane Fonda, are undergoing marriage counseling.
The story was first reported in the November 3.
1998. edition o f the National Enquher.

11/23/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
Standalone photo
Page 8B,
People in the News

A photo o f singer Mick Jagger and his wife, model
Jerry Hall, has a caption detailing British tabloids’
reports that the couple have separated again.

11/23/98

Las Vegas Sun
3 paragraphs
Page 8B,
Flip Side

British tabloids report that singer Mick Jagger and
his wife, model Jerry HaD, have separated again.

11/24/98

U S A Ioday
1 paragraph
Page 2D,
People

British tabloids report that singer Mick Jagger and
his wife, model Jerry Hall, have separated again.
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11/27/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
4 paragraphs
Page IB,
John L. Smith’s
Las Vegas Boulevard
column

NBA stars Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen are
reported by siq)ermarket tabloids to be terrible
tq)pers at casino tables. The report follows a
November 17. 1998. storv in the National
Enquirer.

12/2/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
2 paragraphs
Page 12C,
Peopte in the News

D irector Blake Edwards and singer Julfo Andrews
are struggling to save their marriage. Story first
reported in the December 8.1998. edition o f the
Star.

12/2/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
26 paragraphs
Page 9E,
Television listings

Actress Shannen Doherty has m atured and is no
lor%er a Hollywood “brat.” A photograph o f
Doherty appears with the story. The story was first
reported in the December 8,1998, edition o f the
National Enquirer.

12/9/98

USA,.To<fey
11 paragraphs
Page 2D.
People section

Radio personality Rush T.imhaiigh has shed about
eighty pounds. Photos o f Limbaugh before and
after the weight loss acconqiany the story. T te
story followed a report in t k December 15, 1998.
edition o f the Globe.

12/16/98

L.V. Review-Joumal
10 paragraphs
Page 8D,
People in the News

Copvirtftd H ollyw ood madam Heidi FleifK asks to

leave the halfway house she was ordered to live in
and return to prison because she found the prison
better k e p t The story was first reported in the
December 22. 1998. edition o f the Gfobe.

12/16/98

USA Today
6 paragraphs
Page 2D.
People

Actor Kelsey Grammer has a new Web site to
counter bad press, including stories o f the
existence o f a v id e o t^ o f Grammer and his
former girlftiend having sex. The story was first
reported in the December 22,1998, edition o f the
National Enquirer.

12/18/98

USA Todav
7 paragraphs
P% e 3E,
This Just In

Dana HaD, the former wife o f professional wrestler
Scott HaO, launches a campaign against World
Championshq) Wrestling to stop corruption and
drug abuse within the organization. She says the
organization is producing bad role models for
children. The story was first reported in the
December 22,1998, edition o f the National
ËDomcsc.
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